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GVL Copy Editor
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Marshy movement: GVSU professor Peter Wampler and the Storm Water Advisory Group have propsed a new wetlands idea to help control runoff water on the Allendale Campus.

Concern for runoff in ravines

Storm Water Advisory Group formed to help protect ravines' current state, keep erosion to minimal levels
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor

Storm water management plans have
infiltrated the construction projects on
campus at Grand Valley State University.
For the construction projects currently
in progress on the Allendale Campus, the
facilities department at GVSU is trying to
manage as much of the storm water as they
can on site, said Assistant Vice President of
Facilities Planning James Moyer.
“We're trying to find a way to manage
the water without sending it to the ravines,”

Course and a strip of porous material at
the edge of parking Lot C, Moyer said.
There are also purposed plans to construct
a wetlands area near Laker Village and
Pierce Street.
The goal of these strategies is to allow
the storm water to drain more slowly by
retaining it in plants or ponds, Moyer
said. The porous material in the parking
lot sucks the water up quickly to reduce
runoff. Implementing these plans will
hopefully reduce the impact of storm
water on campus and the ravines and stop
the generation of more runoff from storm
water, Moyer said.
“It’s not an exact science,” Moyer
said. “We’ve tried some things that failed
miserably, but it doesn’t prevent us from
going out and trying again."
A piping structure built near the
southeast comer of parking Lot N, for
example, slipped in 1996 and caused a
landslide in the ravines, he said.
“If you’re going to improve a situation
you have to set a goal,” he said.
Moyer said his goal is to return the
runoff levels on the Allendale Campus
to what they were in 1960 before the
university was built.
GVSU geology professor Peter Wampler
has formed a Storm Water Advisory Group
with some of his colleagues to help provide
the facilities department with another
perspective on storm water management.
“The role of SWAG is to ask the hard
questions about what we’re doing,”
Wampler said.
Historically, a lot of runoff water drained
over a longer period of time, Wampler said.
He compared the former runoff levels

he said.
In the 1960s. the acceptable way to deal
with storm water was to funnel it to the
ravines and let it take care of itself, Moyer
said. The efforts of facilities used to focus
solely on disposing of the storm water, but
recently their focus has shifted to include
efforts for reducing additional storm water
generation, he said.
Some of the new storm water
management strategies being integrated
into the current construction sites include
roof gardens that will help soak up storm
water, a new pond near the Meadows Golf
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Flood gates: Storm water discharges through a pipe near the ravines after a thunderstorm.

to slowly squeezing water out of a full
sponge. Wampler said he would compare
current runoff levels to a fire hose blasting
into the side of the ravines over a much
shorter period of time.
“From what we can tell (the erosion
rate) has been accelerated about 10 times,”
he said.
Wampler watched the water level in the
ravines underneath the Little Mac Bridge
rise about a foot and a half within 10
minutes, he said.
“A lot of people don't even realize,
or just don’t even think about, what is
happening to the ravines,” said GVSU
senior Emily Brehm.
Brehm said she took a tour of the ravines
with a couple of her geology classes last
year. She said the ravines are beautiful, but
the damage from piping water into them is
apparent.
Together, Brehm and her classmates
brainstormed possible solutions together
for ways the facilities department could
improve the ravines, she said. Everything
her classmates thought of is something that
the facilities department has already tried
though, she added.
“Everything they’re doing helps, but in
the end it’s still going to happen ” Brehm
said.
news@Umthom.com

Four students at Grand Valley State
University are taking tennis to a whole new
level — on wheels.
The Grand Rapids Wheelchair Sports
Association, along with students at GVSU,
arc developing the first collegiate wheel
chair tennis team in the Midwest. The
Grand Valley Wheelchair tennis team will
call themselves the Rolling Lakers.
The team will be present in front of the
Review Board Friday to apply for status as
an official GVSU student organization.
“It’s a win-win situation for students and
for Grand Valley,” said Wheelchair Tennis
Team Program Director Lynn Bender. “It’s
encouraging youth and their families to
come to Grand Valley where they can play
collegiate wheelchair sports.”
The GRWSA and the students who will
be competing have been planning to begin
a collegiate team for awhile now. Bender
said. This year was the right time to start
a team because the number of GVSU stu
dents participating in the GRWSA has been
expanding, she said.
“One of our major goals is to eventu
ally host one of the sectional tournaments
at Grand Valley,” Bender said. “We also
want to eventually offer scholarships to get
students to come to Grand Valley.”
Since the Rolling Lakers will be the
only collegiate team in the Midwest, trav
eling is inevitable. The team will compete
in three sectional tournaments that will take
place in Alabama in October, Kentucky in
January and Colorado in February.
Players will be required to attend one of
the three sectional tournaments in order to
compete in the national tournament, which
will be held at the University of Arizona in
Tucson in March.
The players’ biggest challenge will be
trying to find the funds for traveling ex
penses, Bender said. Wheelchair tennis
helps players gain a greater awareness, in
crease self-esteem and be a part of a team,
she added.
“I love playing tennis,” said Jessica
Sporte, president of GVSU’s wheelchair
tennis team. “It’s nice to be able to repre
sent Grand Valley in a sport even though 1
am disabled.”
Sporte helped develop the idea of insti
tuting a collegiate wheelchair tennis team
at GVSU. She said playing with her fellow
students through the GRWSA program en
ticed the idea of a university team.
“We just kept talking about starting a
team and the idea just sort of snowballed
from there,” Sporte said.
Even though the current members are
disabled, Sporte said she hopes that ablebodied students or professors will get

See Wheelchair, A2

See more: For more
on this story, see the
editorial on page A4

Heels taking over business world
By Kim Shine
GV1. Staff Writer

A new segment on WGVU’s
The Morning Show is putting the
spotlight on headstrong, business
savvy females in West Michigan.
As more and more women
successfully climb the corporate
ladder, the term “CEO” is expanding
accordingly. As of last year, women
were running 10 Fortune 500
companies, including Radio Shack,
eBay and Sara Lee, according to
CNNMoney.com.
Grand Valley State University
graduate Beverly Wall is one of the
more than 60 West Michigan women
who has turned her vision into a
reality. Inspired by the rules of her
father — work every day, stand
by your word and watch your debt
— Wall owns 100 percent of her
company.

Girl power: WGVU host Shelley Irwin starts a new segment, "Business in Heels," to discuss the
power women have in the business world In studio with Irwin is Beverly Wall

\

“The
greater Grand
Rapids
area needs to know that there are
women running multi-million dollar
sales companies and multi-faceted
operations in West Michigan,” Wall
said.
A certified member of the
Women’s
Business
Enterprise
(W.B.E.), Language International,
Inc. translates, interprets and offers
both language classes and graphic
design services in more than 80
languages to the West Michigan area
of international commerce. Wall
said.
Though having no initial interests
in business herself, this farmer’s
daughter success story is one example
of the experiences showcased on
WGVU radio’s new The Morning
Show segment, “Business Happens in
Heels.”
The new segment is spearheaded

See WGVU, A2
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Determination: Grand Valley State University
students are attempting to organize a
wheelchair tennis team that will compete
across the country
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THURSDAY
Sept. 6

• 10 a.m , 2 p.m., 7 p.m., 10
p.m. — FREE Movie: 300 at
Kirkhof
•9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. — GPA
Workshop at Kirkhof room 215
•10 a.m. to 4 p.m. — Tye Dye
Thom in Cook-DeWitt
•Noon — Black History Month

Planning Meeting
•Noon to 3 p.m. — Kirkhof
Center Daytime Programs
Presents: Live Music
•4 to 7 p.m. — ESP Open
House
•4:30 p.m. — Softball Captain's
and Free Agents Meeting

•5 to 7:30 p.m. — “Dancing in
the Mirror" in Cook-DeWitt
•5:30 to 7:30 p.m —GVSU
Women's Rugby Practice
•8 to 10 p.m. — Artist-Faculty
Series with Kevin Maloney on
trumpet

FRIDAY
i»pt.

7

;

•10 a.m., 2 p.m., 7 p.m., 10
p.m. — FREE Movie: 300 at
Kirkhof

•

• 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. — Tye Dye

Thom in Cook-DeWitt
•4 p.m. — GVSU Women's
soccer vs. University of
Indianapolis

•9 p.m. to 2 a.m. — Laker Late
Night in the Kirkhof Center

SATURDAY
Sept. 8

•10 a.m, 2 p.m, 7 p.m., 10 p.m.
— FREE Movie: 300 at Kirkhof

Rugby vs. Central Michigan and
Western Michigan

vs University of Toledo at WMU
p.m — GVSU Women's
Volleyball at Ashland Invitational in
Ashland, Ohio
•4

*

’ ;

*8 a.m. — GVSU Men's Golf at
Northern Michigan University
Invitational on Grey Walls Golf
Course in Marquette, Mich.

•10 a.m. to 1 p.m. — GVSU
Taekwondo Blackbelt Testing,
first to fourth ranking tests at the
Fieldhouse

•8 a.m. —GVSU Women's Golf at
Mary Fossum Invitational in East
Lansing, Mich.

• 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. — Strike Out
Arthritis: Volleyball Tournament

r,‘
•9 to 11 a.m. — Greek Advisors
WW'

•Noon — Women's Club Soccer
Game vs Western
Michigan University at WMU

• 10 a.m. — GVSU Women's

•2 p.m. — Women's Club Soccer

p.m. — Authentic College-age
Worship at Lighthouse Community
Church
•6

•7 p.m. — GVSU Football at
Ashland University in Ashland,
Ohio
•9 p.m. — NPHGIGC Icebreaker
Dance

SUNDAY
Sept 9

a.m. — GVSU Men's Golf at
Northern Michigan University
Invitational on Grey Walls Golf
Course in Marquette, Mich.
•8

•8
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• 11 a.m. — Intramural Sports
Sand Volleyball Tournament

•3:30 p.m. — Intramural Golf
Tournament
•5 to 7:30 p.m. — Wesley
Fellowship Dinner and Discussion

a.m.— GVSU Women's Golf at

Wheelchair

•

Mary Fossum Invitational in East
Lansing, Mich

involved with practices or
coaching the team.
“The great thing about wheelchair tennis is that you can play
with an able-bodied person," she
said. “We are just encouraging peo
ple to get involved with the team
spirit and to represent their school
in a sport.”
However, there are restrictions
as to who can play on the team.
Team members must have a disability that inhibits them from playing a collegiate sport. Bender said.
Bryan Wilkinson, vice-president for the team, said he has always been an athletic person, even
before his accident. Having a disability does not stop his competi
tive nature and Wilkinson hopes
able-bodied participants will see
that, he said.

He said he enjoys playing a
sport at the college level despite his
disability.
“Eventually able-bodied people
who come out to play will see we
aren't really different from any
body else,” Wilkinson said. “We
are cognitive people. The only dif
ference is we have a disability that
puts us in a chair.”
The Rolling l>akers currently
practice outdcx>rs. weather permit
ting, on Monday and Thursday
nights with the GRWSA from 6 to
8 p.m. Monday night practices are
held at the Gainey Complex and
Thursday night practices will be
held at Grandville High School.
For more information on be
coming involved with the Rolling
I akers, visit http://www.grwsa.com
or contact Bender at Iynncurtl0s@
yahoo.com.

by the only female host
at WGVU, Shelley Irwin.
“Business Happens in Heels"
is a forum where local business
women tell of their obstacles
and
experiences,
describe
their ideal employees and give
practical advice on topics such
as networking, Irwin said.
Guests also give suggested
readings and answer questions
from Irwin and her listeners,
she said.
“It’s about getting into the
hearts of these women and
finding out why they accepted
a challenge where numerically
they are still in the minority,”
Irwin said.
The half-hour live radio
segment was motivated by
Irwin’s own experiences as
a reporter, producer and host
in West Michigan’s corporate
world, she said. Guests must
be independent from outside
influence, actively involved
in their business, bring some
contribution to their company
and own at least 51 of their
company’s
voting
shares,
Irwin said.
“It's an untold story,” she
said. “I want to find out if this
is a profession that should be
attracting younger women
and if so how do we start the
process early.”
A businesswoman herself.
Irw in has a bachelor of science
in physical therapy from the
University of Indianapolis.
She has worked for WXYZTV Detroit and also for its
ABC affiliate radio station
WJR. As a producer and host
of WGVU, she has garnered
four Grade Allen awards from
American Women in Radio
and Television.
Irwin’s proactive nature,
a trait she said female
entrepreneurs must have, has
sparked thoughts of expanding
the new segment to an hour,
she said. As a greater interest in
“Heels” develops, the segment
may even expand to include a
panel of additional guests, she
added.
Although the show is geared
toward female audiences, the
segment is far from being
biased, Irwin said. The show
is a “unique niche,” she said,
and the male CEO could
learn much from her guests'
suggestions.
GVSU junior and business
minor Patrick Barnett said the
show’s concept is very unique
and appealing. It will be good
for West Michigan and for
women, he said.
“It’s not often that a
woman’s perspective is being
portrayed,” Barnett said. “It’s
usually about men because
that’s the way the world is. I

Grand Valley Lanthorn
think it is good for women
to have a voice and for
West Michigan to see how
these women came about in
business.”
The businessman in Barnett
would listen to The Morning
Show segment, he said.
“I’m a business person, so
I would like to learn about
the female aspect of business
as well as the overall field.”
Barnett said. “Any
new
information,
whether
it’s
geared toward females or not.

k\hi ne@Uinthorn.com

GVLI Kditlyn Irwin

Working girl: WGVU host Shelley Irwin starts a new segment,

Business in

Heels," to discuss the power women have in the business world
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Corrections
In the Lanthorn’s Aug. 30 issue, on A3, it was mistakenly reported that
the Early Alert program is for faculty and staff. The service is geared toward
students, with an online form for faculty and staff.
On A1, the picture that ran under the story "GVSU hires new dean of
nursing" was not of new dean Cynthia McCurren McCurren is pictured below.
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i© units inetu
all utilities

Starting at $250 per person

DSL available in ALL units!
Visit us on the web @ GVTownhouses.com

Walk out townhouses with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

Call 895-4001
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Top choice: Cynthia McCurren was GVSU’s first pick for dean of nursing
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Michelle Hamilton, News Editor
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GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
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Music professor makes
debut tonight
The Music Department
at Grand Valley State
University is welcoming
new adjunct professor and
trumpeter Kevin Maloney
during hisdebut performance
tonight.
Maloney received his
master’s degree and an
Artist Diploma from Boston
University and is the winner
of several
international
trumpet competitions.
The recital will take
place in the Performing Arts
Center, room 1325 from 8 to
10 p.m.
Pianist Rebecca Wilt will
accompany Maloney during
tonight’s
performance.
Admission is free and open
to the public.

*

’
’
*
*

Entry deadlines for
intramural sports
Students interested in
signing up for flag football,
outdoor soccer, roller hockey
or 3-on-3 volleyball need to
turn entry packets in to the
Recreation Center before it
closes at 11:30 tonight.
Entry
packets
are
available at the Rec Center
front desk.
For additional questions
call the Rec Center front
desk at (616) 331-3313.
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Low insurance costs
can offer big relief
Students looking
to protect personal
items can benefit
from insurance of
their own
By Jessica Downey
GVL Staff Writer

While making sure everything
is in order for the school year,
students and parents may want
to take insurance plans into
consideration.
When college students move
out of the house, they may not
always be covered by their
parents’ property, auto or health
insurance, said John Veldt, a
licensed sales associate for
Allstate Insurance in Grandville,
Mich.

For students living on campus,
dorm room items are generally
covered by their parents’
property insurance plans. Veldt
said. Students who live offcampus may not be covered.
Veldt added.
Students
in
off-campus
housing can purchase renter’s
insurance. Veldt said. In cases
where personal property is stolen
or damaged, or if a person is
injured at the student’s residence,
the insurance company will help
pay for those situations instead
of the student having to pay a
lot of costs out-of-pocket. Veldt
said.
“From my experience, most
students that live off-campus
do not have renter’s insurance
because they think it’s too
expensive,” Veldt said.
However,
Veldt
added
insurance costs about $2(X) a

year for a plan that will cover
$1().(KK)-$I5,(KX) of a student’s
personal property.
Veldt also said students can
get discounts on that price for
a number of reasons, including
if they have multiple policies
through the same insurance
company,
such
as
auto
insurance.
Unlike renter’s insurance,
which is a choice to purchase,
having auto insurance is a
requirement in Michigan and
there are consequences for
driving without it. Veldt said.
It is a misdemeanor for a car
owner to drive, or let a car be
driven, without basic coverage.
Veldt added. The penalty is a fine
of up to $5(X) or one year in jail,
or both.
Failing to provide proof
of insurance can result in the

Coopersville Community
Trails opened to the public
last
week.
The trails
loop through thecampus
of
Coopersville
East
Elementary
School,
the
neighborhood and downtown
areas, for a combined total
of about three miles.
The project to develop the
trails was partially funded
by the Michigan Department
of Community Health and
Food Stamp Nutrition.

Get your picture with
Louie in Kirkhof

GVL Illustration

Theft assertion: Students with insurance will have less to worry about when it comes to personal items

Grandparents invited to
tour university
With
Sunday
being
Grandparents Day, Grand
Valley
State
University
students are invited to bring
their grandparents to take
a tour of the university’s
campus on that day.
However, there are no
formal events in conjunction
with Grandparent’s Day
being
hosted
by
the
university.

Lecture series to
start 0MA year
By Leslie Perales
GVL Associate F.ditor

The Office of Multicultural
Affairs at Grand Valley State
University
offers
diverse
programing and events for the
university community.
This year OMA will kick
off a year of events with one
of their signature events, the
Professionals of Color lecture
Series. The first program, which
will take place on Wednesday,
will include a group of panelists
on “The ‘N’ Word, the ‘B’ word
and Beyond.” Panelists include
Karrine Steffans, Dr. Benjamin
Chavis, Joan Morgan and Dr.
Raymond A. Winbush.
Other events in the series
include “Advocating for Equity:
Looking Beneath the Curtain of
No Child Left Behind.” which
will take place on Oct. 16.
Connie Dang, interim director
of the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, said she is looking
forward to the new year and
the changes it will bring to
the university. While a search
committee looks for a new
Vice President of Inclusion and
Equity, Dang hopes to work with
the new vice president when the
chosen candidate takes office in
the winter semester.
“The new person will come
on board in January and I am
just looking forward to. the
opportunity to collaborate with
this individual or office and to see

how the Office of Multicultural
Affairs can support, collaborate
with and be a part of the new
diversity
management
and
strategic plan,” Dang said.
The Annual Intercultural
Student Reception is taking
place in Kirkhof Center’s
Grand River Room on Sept. 20
from 4 to 6 p.m. The reception
gives faculty, staff, students and
student organizations a chance to
meet and connect with each other
early in the academic year.
Through the month of
September and early October,
Hispanic Heritage Month will
bring many activities and events
to campus. Events run from
today through Oct. 11.
As a prelude to the month
long celebration, the Latino
Student Union is holding two
events. “Dancing in the Mirror”
is a theater group performing
skits that give an intimate look at
the lives of Latinas through six
characters. The event is taking
place from 5 to 7:30 p.m. tonight
in Cook-DeWitt. The group is
also holding the semi-annual
LSU Dinner and Dance, on Sept.
15 from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., also
in Cook-DeWitt. The evening’s
events include authentic Latin
food and entertainment and
dancing to Latin music.
Hispanic Heritage Month
will bring six main events to the
campus. Events include “The
Daughters of Juarez: A True

See OMA, A6

New online system for RSOs
By Kyle Meinke
GVl. Staff Writer

Intramural golf outing
hosted at Meadows
The Meadows is hosting
a nine hole golf scramble on
Sunday. Traditionally, this
event has been an individual
competition.
Participants should sign
up in teams of two in co-ed
or same-sex pairs.- The cost
is $10 per person and there
is an extra charge for a golf
cart.
Prizes will be awarded
for the longest drive, closest
to the pin and lowest score.
Check-in will start at the
Meadows at 3 p.m. and the
scramble will tee off at 4
p.m.
For
any
additional
information contact John
Rosick at rosickjo@gvsu.
edu.

GVL Archive / Baily Duemling

Encouraging explanations: Grand Valley State University librarians answer
questions for students and staff at the Intercultural Festival last year.

See Insurance, A6

New nature trail open for
Coopersville residents

Laker
Late
Night
festivities will take place
Friday in the Grand River
Room in the Kirkhof Center
starting at 9 p.m.
There
will
be
live
entertainment featuring the
band AB and Coconut Brown
and opening artist Headed
for Zen. Students can also
participate in a fooseball
tournament, karaoke and
have their pictures taken
with Louie the Laker.
For more information
contact
hamilie@student.
gvsu.edu.

/\
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Brilliant business: Mancino's, located near GVSU's Allendale Campus on Lake
Michigan Drive, is one of many localtions off-campus to offer free Wi-Fi.

Wi-Fi hot spots attract students
By Christen Oliveto
GVL Staff Writer

Wi-Fi Internet is a growing
trend among restaurants in the
Allendale community.
Several f<xxl business owners
and operators near Grand Valley
State University’s campus have
discovered students enjoy con
necting to the Internet off-campus while getting something to
eat or drink. Wireless Internet is
available on campus for GVSU
students but restaurant and cof
fee shop owners have realized
many students enjoy a change
of scenery and a bite to eat while
they study.
Basheer Modak. owner of Mr.
Gyros on Lake Michigan Drive
in Standale Township, added
Wi-Fi through AT&T Corp. in
March 2006.
Modak said he notices stu
dents going from place to place
looking for a router to connect
off-campus, away from their res
idences and has worked closely
with GVSU students during the
past few years. He said he is al
ways trying to lure the customer

f

and Wi-Fi is another business
strategy.
“I decided to get Wi-Fi to
work with students with lap
tops,” Modak said. “It’s a place
for students to get their home
work done and get a good meal.
We love when they bring their
laptops in. I encourage them to.”
To connect. Modak said all a
student needs to do is come up
to the counter and ask him for
the password. Student business
slows down significantly during
the summer but he said he keeps
the Wi-Fi because many business
people use it.
“Wi-Fi has been a good in
vestment,” Modak said. “If one
person a month uses it. that is
good.”
Modak’s daughter Rina, the
manager of Mr. Gyros, said she
notices students coming in as
soon as school starts.
Modak said he also notices
an increase in student custom
ers since purchasing Wi-Fi and
said his student business has
doubled.
Alternatively, businesses in

See WiFi, A6

Stuey, the new online system
for student organizations, was
unveiled this Tuesday at MAX
It Out, the Registered Student
Organization annual orientation.
Stuey will
replace the
current five-year-old student
organization system and is
scheduled to be released on
Wednesday. All Grand Valley
State
University
student
organizations are expected to be
registered on the system by Sept.

22.
The new online system
offers student groups many new
features, such as a home page for
each organization, online roster
management and messaging
capabilities between clubs, their
members, and the Office of
Student Life, said Aaron Haight,

assistant director of the Office of
Student Life.
“Stuey is more user-friendly,”
Haight said. “The old system
had been in place for so long
that the technology had become
outdated.”
Stuey also creates two new
ways for students to join an
organization,
Haight
said.
Students can now search for a
group on Stuey and request to
join,or organization memberscan
send out invitations to potential
new members, he added.
Haight has been the assistant
director at the OSL for seven
years and said communication
between groups and their
members will also improve due
to a new messaging system.
“The new messaging system
is similar to the one found on
Facebook." said Chris Reed, the
OSLtechnology manager. “It will

allow for greater communication
within groups, as well as between
groups and the Office of Student
Life.”
In the old system, some
groups were not current with
active rosters and leadership,
which made it difficult for the
OSL to track what was going on,
Reed said. With Stuey, the OSL
will be more informed and better
connected with the activities of
student groups, Reed added.
Privacy settings have also
been installed in the new
program. Two of the main
features include the option to
make e-mails and phone numbers
visible or invisible to group and/
or non-group members, Haight
said. In addition, groups can opt
to make themselves invisible to
the organization search feature,
he added.

Sign me up: Students sign up at the Registered Student Organisation orientation in the Kirkhof Center

V

See Stuey, A6
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OPINION

EDITORIAL-------------------------------------------------------

editorial@lanthorn.com

EDITORIAL CARTOON

Damming the flood
The formation of the Storm Water Advisory Group
is a step in the right direction to manage the
.increasingly fragile ravines, but will be meaningless
unless university officials heed its warnings.
.'v For some Grand Valley State University students, the ravines is not
a cause for concern, reduced to nothing more than a garbage dump for
bicycles.
For others, the ravines and its surrounding trails provide recreation
and relaxation close to campus. Geology classes have an incredibly
interactive tool at their fingertips.
However, with the university’s continued expansion, green space is
at a premium. Students clamor for more parking spaces when it is that
yery impermeable asphalt space that accelerates the ravines’ damage.
Changes proposed by the facilities department, including roof
gardens and retention ponds, are a good start. Other past strategies,
ftowever, have created more harm than good.
With the help of SWAG, facilities can use the expert knowledge
of GVSU’s faculty — people innately familiar with the campus
and ravines — to form solutions that will not damage the area in the
future.
J SWAG is not the first group to attempt to educate the university on
the ravines’ best interest. Other groups have come and gone, with little
success.
Facilities should gracefully allow SWAG to educate them in the
best possible solution to save the ravines. For their part, SWAG should
stand up and let their voice be heard by working with facilities to
create the best possible solution.
It is not time to play the blame game. It is time to work together
before the ravines have been damaged beyond repair.
.Stolen

•1*

GVL / Elliot Slenk

YOUR INSIGHTS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What was your favorite part of Campus Life
Night?

"You get to see people you
haven't seen since last
semester and see what's
new on campus."

"Getting free stuff."

"Lanthorn toothbrushes,
and seeing all the new
clubs."

"The networking."

Danielle Finn

Jake Uhazie

Orlando Estrada

Hillary Schultz

Senior
Psychology

Senior
Biology

Part-time student

Junior
Pre-Med

TETTER
TO THE EDITOR--------------------------------i
■ •• Dear Grand Valley State University,
“ t We (the students) would like to thank you so very much for delaying the disbursement
of financial aid checks this year by two weeks. Your brilliant idea of late monetary
distribution has forced many of your loyal 1 *iker students into a type of poverty which
Allows us to find new adventures in college life! The excitement in eating PB&J for
breakfast, lunch and dinner, every day until Friday because we can only afford a loaf of
“Save-a-Lot’ bread and its condiments, has been a new highlight. 1 have never been so
grateful for my plasma until I recently had it extracted from my body to pay the rent.
Thank you for adding to the stressful environment of beginning another year at
college. Students who depend on their financial aid checks for survival, and not just
be^Afid WfiYtft trials. Mil ddftttitely increase the use of your counseling facilities this
fall. Hopefully we will be reminded of what a hot meal through the digestive system
feels like before that direct deposit clears. I guess this is all part of becoming a welliY>unded individual, for I have learned how to survive off of butter, noodles and a box
df expired Wheat Thins. I finally realized that the freshman chemistry class I took did
have a purpose when I successfully began fermenting my own fruits and vegetables
this week. As we have no food to waste, we have temporarily extended the 10 second
Yule to 35. This decision was made to save young lives during desperate times. Perhaps
at the next sporting event Louie can toss Kool-Aid packets and string cheese to his
people in the student section. You needn’t worry about all the empty calories we’re
getting from our poor diet. We have been able to sweat it off in line at the hxx)kstore
while standing there hoping our credit cards aren’t declined.
No worries though — I’m sure if I stop by the library I can find some goodies left
over from finals week last winter!
The future of this great country,
Maigo Mimnaugh
Carrie Leverette
Shaniece Alexander

(£>vanb liallep %at\tl)ovn
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Editor in Chief
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GVL STUDENT OPINION

Fighting technology
By Gary Nye
GVL Columnist

I’m beginning to wonder
if technology is rendering us
completely socially inept.
This is something that has
been on my mind since last
fall when I first came to Grand
Valley State University. I came
to school here last year as a
transfer student, hoping to enjoy
the scenery and make some new
friends — you know, chum it
up with some kind folk in my
literature classes. The sort of
thing everytxxly hopes to do.
Unfortunately this didn't
happen. In fact, I don't have
too many friends on aim pus at
all. This could, of course, have
something to do with living off
campus and living downtown,
but I don’t see that as a threat.
The real threat is technology.
It would be obvious to
talk about the Internet and its
chat systems as well as social

:

going out and trying again.”
■

James Moyer
Assistant Vice President, Facilities Planning

-

2 \
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GVL OPINION POLICY . v The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
IP the Grand Valley Community.
.; The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
fetters will be checked by an employee
of the Grand Valley I .anthorn.
letters appear as space permits each
jssue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.

V

The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for emirs that
appear in print as a result of transcribing
handwritten letters or e-mail typographic
emirs.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, informatkm and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

Now get ready to thank
technology for mining your
social life, Let me present you
with this quaint anecdote which
you may find as useful.
1 woke up the morning of
the f irst day of class quite early,
thanks to my lady friend who
has an 8:30 a.m. class, and I
began getting ready for the
day ahead of me. I scoured my
closet for the coolest clothes I
could find. Obviously, wearing
a T-shirt by one of my favorite
metal bands. Pig Destroyer,
depicting a barbarian skull
with full bone headdress and
hammers of Thor, was in my
best interest. I tfxxight to myself:
If you wear this really sweet
shirt at least one person will stop
you and say, “Dude that shirt
is totally awesome. Ljet’s be
friends forever.”
Because you’re expecting
this anecdote to be typical I'll
break your heart now: one
person did stop me. But only

one person. And we already
knew each other.
But if you haven’t figured it
out by reading my articles. I’ve
got to be in the top 10 percent
of the coolest kids on campus,
so why didn't anybody stop and
talk to me?
Here’s why: I spent my
entire day jamming to the
songs on my iPod, sending
text messages on my phone,
or calling my mom. Nobody
talked to me because I was too
busy fiddling around with all the
technological crap amnected to
my body. I’m not approachable
when I’ve got earbuds stuck in
my ears, or a cell plxine pressed
to my face.
So let’s all do each other
a favor, get off your phone,
take off your iPod, wear your
favorite band shirt and hope
somebody talks to you.
gnye(<£Umthom. com

Dems will take money from anyone
By Danielle Arndt

' “We’ve tried some things that failed
|f miserably, but it doesn’t prevent us from

networking
sites, which
is why it can
be avoided
almost
entirely. I
find those
to be gixxl
ways
to build
friendships.
That cute person in your
American Literature class can
easily be found on Facebook.
Ycxj can build your friendship
right there, despite the fact that
ycxi basically stalked somebexly
by jotting down their name
after the professor took role.
But it's [irobable that we’ve
all pulled that stunt before.
Congratulations, creepers.
The real evil technologies
that need to be discussed are cell
phones and MP3 players. And
fierhaps you’ve noticed the new
hybrid technology, the M PSplaying cell phone.

GVl. Columnist

Who knew F.O.B. actually
st<xxl for “Felons of Bill and
Hillary?’
Norman Hsu is a prominent
businessman who, in the past
four years, has raised more
than $500.(XX) for Democratic
candidates such as Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama.
Unknown to Clinton,
however, Hsu is a wanted
man. and not just for his hefty
campaign contributions.
Hsu was charged with
grand theft in 1991 and,
after agreeing to serve up to
three years in prison for his
crimes, failed to show for his
sentencing hearing.
Warrants were issued
for his arrest, but California
authorities, it seems, lost
track of him. How a wanted
man. who has attended and
organized black-tie fund
raising events, could escape the
grasp of the law is beyond me.
Clinton, Obama — and
other Democratic officials
— claim ignorance.
' • When news broke of Hsu’s

J

criminal
past,
Clinton
was among
the first to
wash her
hands of
the felon's
funds, by
Arndt
donating
the
$23,(XX) he gave her to
charity. Additional democrats
followed, some reluctantly.
According to an
article issued Aug. 30 on
http://www.newsday.aim.
Obama’s spokesman said the
presidential candidate had
no plans to return the money
Needless to say, Obama
eventually caught on.
These events, however,
raise questions of
accountability — how do
you not have some idea of
the type of individual you are
associating yourself with?
How, especially, does
someone with the resources
and connections of Clinton
not know from wh<xn they
arc receiving their campaign
amtributions? It is not as if the

money came in the form of
an anonymous l(X) dollar bill,
sealed in an envelope with no
return address, from a hermit,
holed-up in the backwoods
of Illinois. Hsu made certain
he was acknowledged for his
contributions.
His pledge to bundle more
than $I00,(XX) in donations
from other contributors
secured him a place within
the Clinton campaign's inner
circle, “HillRaiser,” according
to newsday.aim. Admission
into Hillary’s elite group of
money-pushers is apparently
granted no-background-checkrequired.
Howard Wolfson, a
spokesman for her campaign,
said they had “absolutely no
reason to call his contributions
into question.”
Reason or not. it just seems
that anyone contributing a
large sum of money would be
investigated.
Public officials have
a responsibility to their
constituents. It is their duty to
be informed. Real. American
people put their trust in these
individuals.

I

While I applaud Hillary for
her quick, savvy performance
in this recent game of political
“hot-potato,” as she is clearly ’
the more-seasoned candidate
of such elementary games
(being that she was able to
generate positive press and,
at the same time, leave her
opponent staring at his feet,
fumbling over what to do
with the unwanted ball in his
hands) this is not a trait I would
desire in the next leader of our
country.
Public financing of
campaigns could provide a
solution to money troubles and
would prevent candidates from
turning to felons for funds. But
I suppose it is now clear that i
you can learn a lot alxxit an
individual from the company;
they keep.
J
Fortunately for the
Democrats, Hillary was only !
caught openly accepting
money and support from
•
a convicted criminal, and
j
was luckily able to avoid
J
the bathroom stalls of the
*
Minneapolis, St. Paul Airport*
damdt@ lanthorn .com

LAKER LIFE

Rachael Williams, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Notes from
abroad

Dance party provides
release from classes i

i«

Icebreaker brings students together
for opportunity to meet new people
By Jess Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer

Wait, why am I going
to Japan?
#

By David Calkins
GVL Columnist

So what exactly should 1
do on a 13-hour plane ride
halfway across the world?
Do I worry about whether
or not a Japanese wall
socket will blow up my MP3
player? Do 1 flip open a
Japanese-English dictionary
and hurriedly learn such
useful phrases as “More
Sake over here, please” and
“So where do the ninjas
live?”
Actually, I’ll probably
worry about carelessly
offending my host family or
hopping on the wrong train
because I can’t read any
katakana. I’ll probably think
then, just like I’m thinking
now: there’s no way I’m
prepared for this. I’ll tell
you the same thing I’ve been
telling my friends and family
who ask. No, I don’t speak
Japanese, nor can I read
their calligraphy. Yes, I am a
senior English major and no,
Japan does not specifically
relate to my studies.
I’ve been literally packing
my bags for weeks. It’s a
bit like jumping off of a
ledge and I don’t know how
far the ground is below
me. I haven’t really gone
anywhere in the world. Well,
not including snowboarding
trips to Canada (Canada
never counts) and the family
vacation I took to Italy
(cause let’s face it, “family
vacation” usually becomes
an oxymoron after the first
couple days).
But this time, I decided
to just do it. Everyone has
always told me that studying
abroad was a wonderful
experience. I’ve heard it
said that traveling the world
“changes you,” that “you
never look at your country
the same way again.” Now,
maybe that’s a cliche,
maybe a beautiful myth, I
don’t know. But I plan on
finding that out. I plan on
representing my country and
learning all that I can about
a culture of a people all the
way on the other side of the
earth.
Why am I going to Japan?
I couldn’t really give you
a specific reason. But I’m
fueled by the faith that
when I get back, I’ll have a
hundred reasons to give you.
dealkins @ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Campus Dining

Champion chef: Paul Mixa of the Fresh Food Company took the top spot in New Orleans for his dish

Gold medal awarded for
tuna dishes, coconut cake
First place finish
garners Mixa, team
all-expenses paid
trip to tour Italy
Karin Armbruster
GVL Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University
has added another gold medal to
its growing collection.
Paul Mixa. chef and manager at
the Fresh Food Company, helped
his team win first place at the North
American ARAMARK Culinary
Excellence Competition.
Mixa. who participated in
the culinary competition in New
Orleans on July 29, was given
the honor to be in the competition
after winning first place at a
similar ARAMARK competition
last March.
“1 wasn't nervous,” Mixa said.
“I feel comfortable when I get into
these contests.”
Mixa said food has become his
first passion in life.
When asked about his emotions

before the competition began,
the chef said he kept his cool
throughout the entire contest.
Seven U.S. teams of different
regions and one team from Canada
competed, Mixa said. Three
people from the same region were
on a team, Mixa added.
Like the previous competition,
the teams had a pantry list of
different ingredients and a budget
to take into consideration for
preparing the three-course meal,
Mixa said.
Mixa said he practiced many
times at both work and home
in advance to prepare for the
contest.
In order to impress six judges
and claim first place, Mixa and
his two Chicago-based teammates
created dishes such as a trio of
tuna, he said. The course included
various tuna dishes with sides
of eggplant puree and grilled
peaches, roasted com relish and
a lamb roulade. For dessert, Mixa
made a coconut milk cake with
blackberries and a pineapple
gelato.
Mixa said after the competition,
guests that were present were

offered to enjoy one of the winning
dishes and were able to express to
the team how much they liked the
dish.
Mixa confirmed with a laugh
the best part of the competition
was “definitely when they called
the winner.”
The reward for winning first
place is no small prize. Mixa
received an all expense paid trip
for two to Italy. There he will
tour through cities like Tuscany,
Venice and Rome.
Mixa said he will be taking his
trip in early October and his wife
will accompany him.
As another bonus, gold medals
were given and a trophy in the
shape of a cooking pot was
awarded.
Mixa said he gets his
inspiration from magazines and
what other people like, and that he
looks forward to competing again
next year.
“We’re all excited that the
Midwest won and I’m glad to
bring one home to Grand Valley,”
Mixa said.

Students
looking
for
a night full of music and
meeting new people can
attend the annual Icebreaker
Dance on Saturday.
“It’s a dance party that
takes place at the beginning
of the year to kick the year
off or ‘break the ice’ for the
school year,” said Brittany
Evans, a sophomore at GVSU
who will be attending the
dance.
The Icebreaker Dance is
sponsored by the National
Panhellenic Council and the
Independent Greek Council,
governing
councils
for
some of the sororities and
fraternities at GVSU.
“The
dance
allows
students to get out of the
house to socialize and meet
new people,” said Mary
McConner,
President
of
NPHC.
Phillip Seaborn, a Laker
Late Night Intern and the Nu
Gamma Chapter President of
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity,
said the dance has been
around for about 10 years.
Seaborn and McConner both
said the event is put on each
year in order to bring students
from various classes together
for a fun and social event.
“It’s a chance for students
to celebrate the start of a
new year and have a little
fun before the hard work
of classes begins to set in,”
Seaborn said.
He added the dance is put
on to provide a safe, fun and
social atmosphere for students
while they get to know each
other. Seaborn said it is a
great opportunity for transfer
students and freshmen at
GVSU to establish new
friendships.
“I went my freshman year
and I had a good time so I
am going back this year,”
said Evans, who said she will

attend the event with some of
her friends.
•
Along
with
Evans,
anywhere from 250 to 500
people are expected to attend
the dance, McConner said. ,
McConner added students
from other schools and
colleges are invited to come
with their GVSU friends, as
well.
“Students from GVSO
have the opportunity to come
out and mix and mingle with
their fellow students, as well
as other students from around
the state of Michigan,”
Seaborn said.
McConner
said
many
students
come
from
surrounding colleges, but
they must be signed in by
a GVSU student and have
identification.
The Icebreaker Dance
will take place in the
Fieldhouse Arena. Students
are instructed to “dress to
impress,” McConner said.
The dance starts at 9 p.m.
and lasts until 2 a.m. However,
Seaborn said students should
not take long to get ready or
wait too long to show up, with
doors closing at midnight.
“Students
should
go
because this is a great
opportunity to have some
fun, and take a break from all
of the stress that classes can
bring,” Seaborn said. “We
just want to provide a quality
event for the students.”
The dance costs $3 for
Greeks (all night) and $5
for non-Greeks before 11
p.m. Prices will rise after 11
p.m. for non-Greeks. ID is
required.
“I expect to have a good
time and hear good music,”
Evans said.
For more
information
regarding
the
Icebreaker
Dance,
contact
nphc@
student.gvsu.edu.
jpawlowski@lanthorn.com

The GVSU Panhellenic Council will host its first fall
sorority recruitment event tonight at Robinson Field.
The event is open to all women interested in joining a
sorority this year, said Ashley Schulte, vice president of
recruitment for Panhellenic.
The event starts at 9 p.m. and will go until 11 p.m. There
will be light snacks and refreshments available.
“It’s going to be a good time,” Schulte said. “It’s an
opportunity for women interested in going Greek to meet
women from all six NPC sororities on campus and see what
being Greek is ail about. I’m excited.”
For more information on going Greek and NPC fall
recruitment visit the GVSU Panhellenic Web site at http://
www2.gvsu.edu/~panhell/.

karmbruster@lanthorn.com

Sorority volleyball tournament aims to spike down arthritis
Annual charitable fundraiser
donates all proceeds to help
research cure for arthritis
By Brittany Tovar
GVL Staff Writer

The women of Alpha Omicron Pi will aim
to raise awareness for national philanthropy
arthritis research on Saturday.
The sorority will host its annual volleyball
tournament, Strike Out Arthritis, at Robinson
Field, located across from The Fresh Food
Company and the Lower Commons.
“The national organization has one every

Philanthropy partners: The ladies of Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority at last year's Strike Out Arthritis tournament.
♦ ♦ ♦ •

year,” said Kerry Sugrue, president of Alpha fun atmosphere,” Sugrue said. “There’s going
Omicron Pi. “We put together a committee and to be a DJ too. It’s going to be a really fun
afternoon ... something for everyone to enjoy.”
just went for it.”
Teams can sign up throughout the week
Sugrue said this is the second year her chapter
has organized the fundraiser tournament. Now around campus. Registration tables will be in
they have a special committee delegated to run both the Kirkhof Center and Kleiner Commons
and support the event's operations.
at various times, Sugrue said.
“Each member must fill out registration and
Alyssa Ruedisueli, one of the Strike Out
Arthritis’ committee chairs and member of consent forms,” Ruedisueli said. “They can be
Alpha Omicron Pi, said she. along with her dropped off at a table or in our mailbox in the
chapter, have been working hard to prepare for Student Organization Center in Kirkhof.”
Ruedisueli said arthritis affects more people
the event and are excited to see their work pay
than is generally thought.
off and be beneficial.
One in every 1,000 children
“I really hope a lot of
experiences the pain of
people come out to not only
swollen or inflamed joints,
hang out, but to also benefit
as well as one in every five
our philanthropy,” Ruedisueli
adults, she said.
said. “There will be a barbecue
Laurie Kelly, a nurse at
picnic for a suggested donation
Spectrum Health Butterworth
along with a raffle with prize
Campus in Grand Rapids,
drawings.”
said in many cases the
Ruedisueli said there will
disease can leave crippling,
also be facts about arthritis
life-long side effects or can
around the field so people can
cause complications such as
learn more about the research
ALYSSA RUEDISUELI
inflammatory eye disease.
they are helping to fund.
ALPHA OMICRON PI MEMBER
“The cause is not known,”
The event begins at 11 a m.
Kelly said. “Research shows
Teams of six to eight people
it may be an auto-immune
can register to play for $20
disease.”
and registration is open to all
Ruedisueli said it is for that reason alone
Grand Valley State University students, faculty
and staff, said Sugrue. She added the winner [the unknown cause] her chapter’s fundraiser
of the tournament will receive a “pretty sweet” tournament is important.
“Arthritis affects so many people — almost
prize.
“Besides the food, there will be music and a everyone knows someone who suffers from

“Arthritis affects
so many people —
almost everyone
knows someone
who suffers from
the pain.”

J

Courtesy Photo I Elizabeth Doyle

Research remedy: Alpha Omicron Pi sorority is helping aid %

•

research for arthritis

the pain,” Ruedisueli said. “We hope we can
raise enough money to further much needed
research. Strike Out Arthritis is just one of the
many things we do each year.”
Ruedisueli said her chapter is still promoting
the event and the expected turnout is unknown.
Last year, the sorority was able to donate more
than $800 to their philanthropy project.
“It's only the second annual event,”
Ruedisueli said. “Last year we had a good
turnout, but we are hoping for more people this
year. All of the proceeds go directly towards
arthritis research. We’re just looking to have a
great time and hope the campus will come out
and join us.”
btovar@lanthorn.com
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Insurance
continued from page A3

suspension of your driver’s
license for 30 days, or until
proof of insurance is provided.
Veldt said.
“We do issue arrests if we
find someone driving a car who
is not insured to do so,” said
Brandon DeHaan. assistant
director of the Department of
Public Safety at Grand Valley
State University. “As a result,
the vehicle may be impounded
and if the driver is cited for

WiFi
continued from page A3

' Allendale, such as Mancino’s
and the newly opened Beaner’s
Coffee, connect to the Internet
for free through Allendale Com
munications.
- “It doesn’t cost anything ex
tra for me,” said Mike Sirotko,
owner of Mancino’s.
Sirotko’s signal is strong
enough for up to 15 students to
connect at once without notice
ably slowing the connection
down, he said.
- “I connected the Wi-Pi last
summer after a demand by stu
dents and business people,”

OMA
continued from page A3

• Story of Serial Murders South
of the Border," “The Portrayal
of Hispanics in Mass Media,”
“Brincando el Charco (Jumping
(he
Pond),” “The
Impact
6f Hispanics in Baseball,”
“Hispanics at Crossroads: Apathy
or Education?” and “Cuba, its
Future and its Exiles.”
* The first event, "The Portrayal
of Hispanics in Mass Media,” is

Stuey
continued from page A3

* Amongst the more than 250
clubrepresentativeswhoattended
MAX It Out, many were excited
about the new online system.
•• "I think Stuey is going to
facilitate easier communication,"
Said
fifth-year-senior
Eric
3*i<|iAler,jfl|>resident
tow
jUyaking Club. “We didn't use
the old system extensively...it
wasn’t the most user friendly.
But I think [Stuey 1 will make it
easier for people to find groups
and to communicate with them.”
! Despite its convenience, some
ffepresentatives raised doubts as
tP how receptive students will be

the offense, he will face a oneyear misdemeanor.”
If a student is injured and
needs medical attention, GVSU
can help those who may not be
covered by their parents’ health
insurance plans, said Mick
Doxey, Director of Business
Services at GVSU.
“We send letters every
year to students, encouraging
them to take a look with their
parents at what their insurance
coverage is,” Doxey said.
GVSU offers information

to students about an insurance
plan from the Columbian Life
insurance Company, which
provides accident and sickness
coverage, he said. Almost 4(X)
students signed up for this
insurance plan during the 200607 school year, he added.
The plan costs $550 annually
for student less than the age
of 30 and $825 annually for
students more than 30 years
old.

Sirotko said. “1 think it has
helped business a little bit.”
Sirotko, like Modak, does not
require students using the Wi-Fi
connection to order anything. He
views it as a common courtesy
for students to do so however, he
said.
“If you use something for
free from my business, it would
be nice to purchase something,”
Sirotko said.
Last year, people did not
know he had Wi-Fi, but he now
includes this information in most
of his company’s advertising, he
said.
“I don’t know how much

more it will grow," Sirotko said.
“Or how much more 1 want it to.
I’m a smaller establishment so I
want to turn tables and not have
it get too out of control,”
MaryLynn Jonker, co-owner
of Beaner’s Coffee along with
her husband Dave, said they
have Wi-Fi because the compa
ny’s corporate office tells them
to offer the service.
“It is standard for Beaner’s to
have,” Jonker said. “It’s a nice
offering for students. They can
use Wi-Fi in a nice, relaxing at
mosphere.”

a panel discussion taking place
on Sept. 18. For more times and
dates of events, visit http://www.
gvsu.edu/oma and click on the
Hispanic Heritage Month link.
Co-sponsoring
Hispanic
Heritage Month events are the
College of Interdisciplinary
Studies,
Seidman
College
of
Business,
School
of
Communications, School of
Social Work. Women and Gender
Studies,
the Latin American

Studies Program, the department
of modern languages and
literatures, the Office of Housing
and Residence Life, the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, Pew
Faculty Teaching and Learning
Center, Latino Student Union
and Women’s Center.
The Intercultural Festival,
a campus-wide event, is being
planned for Nov. 12 to 16.

to learning a new system.
“I don’t know how students
are going to like Stuey,” said
senior
Gilbert
Valenzuela,
president of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
“It could be hard for students to
adapt to a new system.”
Though students may have
trouble adjusting to the new
system, it had become quite clear
fb sbme students that something
different from the old online
program was necessary.
“There were a lot of
unnecessary
technology

trying
to
problems when
communicate
with
groups,
getting stat reports and things
like that,” said Registered
Student
Organization
Staff
Assistant Ashley Schulte. “The
system |of communication) was
not up to par.”
After
it
launches
on
Wednesday, Stuey can be
reached by visiting the Student
Life home page, located at http://
www.gvsu.edu/studentlife/.

jdowney ®lanthorn .com
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Brain damage may have caused
pro wrestler to kill family, himself
By Harry R. Weber
Associated Press

ATLANTA (AP) - Pro
wrestler Chris Benoit suffered
brain damage from his years in
the ring that could help explain
why he killed his wife, son and
himself, a doctor who studied
Benoit’s brain said Wednesday.
The analysis by doctors
affiliated
with the
Sports
Legacy Institute suggests that
repeated concussions could have
contributed to the killings at
Benoit’s suburban Atlanta home.
An
Emory
University
neurologist not involved in
the testing agreed multiple
concussions can cause long-term
brain injuries, but she stressed
that “what types of symptoms
that causes is still very unclear.”
The
wrestler’s
father,
Michael Benoit, told reporters
Wednesday he knows his son had
concussions because his son told
him so, but he also said he knows
of no medical records or records
kept by the wrestling league to
support the diagnosis.
Steroid use also has lingered as
a theory behind the killings, since
anabolic steroids were found in
Chris Benoit’s home and tests
conducted by authorities showed
Benoit had roughly I0 times the
normal level of testosterone in
his system when he died.
The
institute,
which
researches the long-term effects
of concussions, coordinated the
testing using samples of Benoit’s
brain tissue provided by the
Georgia Bureau of Investigation.
The Waltham, Mass.-based
institute’s president is former pro
wrestler Christopher Nowinski.
who has said he had to quit the
ring after a kick to the head.
Nowinski still has ties with
World Wrestling Entertainment
Inc., which runs the league he
and Benoit were in.
A lawyer for Stamford, Conn.based WWEdid not immediately
return a call Wednesday seeking

comment. The company has
maintained steroid use did not
cause Benoit to snap.
Despite the results of the
institute's tests, there was no
way to know for sure if Benoit’s
concussions contributed to the
murder-suicide, said Dr. Robert
Cantu, a member of the institute
who also is chief of neurosurgery
service at Emerson Hospital in
Concord, Mass.
“Whether it is the sole factor
1 believe is speculation and I
will not go there,” Cantu said by
phone.
The level of brain damage
Benoit had can cause depression
and irrational behavior, Cantu
said.
Benoit’s brain showed the
same degenerative processes
doctors working for the institute
found in the brains of two men
who had played pro football and
committed suicide, Cantu said.
There were abnormal protein
deposits caused by trauma to
Benoit’s brain, Cantu said.
There’s no evidence that
steroid use causes such protein
deposits, Cantu said, though
he noted the issue has not been
exhaustively studied.
Investigators allowed the
institute to test Benoit’s brain
tissue with the permission of his
father, who lives near Edmonton
in Ardrossan, Alberta.
Dr.
Wendy
Wright, an
intensive care neurologist at
Emory
University
Hospital
in Atlanta, said
suffering
multiple concussions can lead
to behavioral changes. But she
said, "This isn’t something you
would expect to see turn on one
day and have someone fly into a
vicious rage.”
Benoit’s wife had filed a
complaint in 2(X)3 alleging “cruel
treatment” and that he broke
some furniture in their home,
but investigators have disclosed
no other evidence of violence
by Benoit outside the ring
prior to the killings. The wife's
complaint was later withdrawn.

His father also said the wrestler
seemed perfectly normal just a
week before the killings.
Michael
Benoit
said
Wednesday that he agreed to the
testing of his son’s brain because
murder-suicide was so out of
character. He also disclosed that
after the killings, he discovered
a diary written by his son that
showed his son was having
problems.
“After reading the diary^
I would have thought it was
written by someone who was
extremely disturbed at the time,”
Michael Benoit said.
He did not elaborate, but he
did say a friend told him that
prior to the murder-suicide,
Chris Benoit had been wearing
a rosary, which he said was also
out of character.
"I think it’s the extreme that is
in the wrestling industry today,”
he told reporters. “The human
skull is not built to get hit by a
chair or something.”
The father said he has not
discussed with his attorney
whether to take any legal action
against the WWE or anyone else
in the case.
Nowinski, who works for
the WWE on its initiative to
encourage young people to vote,
said concussions can happen in
pro wrestling even though many
of the moves are staged.
Prosecutors have said Benoit,
40, strangled his wife with a cord,
used a choke hold to strangle his
7-year-old son, placed Bibles
next to the bodies and hanged
himself on a piece of exercise
equipment the weekend of June

22.
Authorities have said Benoit’s
personal doctor, Phil Astin,
prescribed a 10-month supply of
anabolic steroids to Benoit every
three to four weeks between
May 2(X)6 and May 2(X)7.
Astin has pleaded not guilty to
federal charges of improperly
prescribing painkillers and other
drugs to two patients other than
Benoit.

kmeinke@lanthorn.com
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0-2717 Riverhill Pr.
Just 1 mile East of the GVSU Campus
RtADS THE
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EXPOSE YOURSELF!

Our Farm Market
OPEN WEPNESPAY
SEPTEMBER 5*

¥0

3

Create a one-minute reel of your best work using
Avid editing tools, and you could win your choice

Hours. Mow-Sat. Sam - 7pm Closed Sunday
All OV Students, Faculty £ Staff Receive 10*7. off your
rchase of *5.00 or more. Must Present College I P.

of up to $3,000USD worth of video, audio or 3D
software and systems - plus get exposure in front of
thousands of media professionals around the world.

Child of God

[

Visit www.avid.com/backtoschool

444

Do you find church harmful, hateful, hypocritical?
Come to a new kind of church in Holland.
(Holland? Yes Holy land - oops! - Holland)

Get the details on the Expose Yourself Contest and Back-to-School
product specials. Offers and contest end November 1, 2007.

The Journey
MH

, 1|

ATIberal church In spirit and life (egad!)
Welcomes and loves everyone (yikes!)
Knows you have a brain (oh my!)
Respects all faiths and none (heavens!)
Works for justice and peace (what?!)

The Journey
451 Columbia Avenue
Holland, Ml 49423

Avid

Sunday Celebrations: 11:03am & 6:03pm & Sunday School: 11:18am
616.894.0020 / www.thejourneyholland.org
Open & Affirming / Just Peace / United Church of Christ
Bill Freeman, Pastor / bill.freemamaithejourneyholland.org
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Volleyball splitsM
in Colorado
By Rob Rosenbach
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Kelly Begerow

Lethal attack: Redshirt sophomore quarterback Brad Iciek looks for an open teammate. The lakers defeated St. Joseph's College 42-14 Thursday night in their home opener.

Lakers cruise in opener
GVSU improves to 50-2
when ranked in top spot
since 2002 season
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Sports Editor

Head football coach Chuck Martin did
not have many concerns about first-year
starting quarterback Brad Iciek.
The sophomore signal caller had only
one blemish on the night as he led the
Lakers to a 42-14 victory over St. Joseph’s
College last Thursday. Iciek completed 13
of 21 passes for 176 yards, two touchdowns
and an interception. He also had a 15-yard
touchdown run.
“He’s very poised and very confident,”
Martin said-. “I love his demeanor and I’ve
always loved his demeanor. 1 was very
comfortable with Brad Iciek going into
this game just because of how he handles
barnelf. ”

NUMBER
CRUNCHER

Iciek was quick to reassure his coach’s
confidence. He completed five of six passes
on the game’s opening drive, including a
four-yard touchdown to senior Brandon
Horn.
Iciek’s lone mistake came at the end of
first quarter when his pass was intercepted
by Puma comerback Lance Bums.
“One critical mistake that, at least, was
in the right part of the field,” Martin said.
“Brad held on to the ball too long and that’s
what happens when you hold on to the ball
too long in college football.”
Senior Brandon Carr helped Martin and
Iciek forget about that mistake two plays
later when he returned an interception of his
own 11 yards for the score.
“I had to redeem myself from last year
because I had a pretty bad game against
them,” Carr said. “That was the type of
route they were running last year, 10-yard
stops, so I had a feeling that they would go
back to that.”
Carr’s interception helped spark two
more second quarter touchdowns.

Senior Preston Garris weaved in and
out of defenders for a 41 -yard run to set up
the Laker’s next score. Iciek then hit senior
Antione Trent for a 17-yard touchdown.
“We knew that we were getting cover
there,” Iciek said. “We felt that if the comer
was going to melt on that route then we
could go to the outside. He stayed wide so
Antione was wide open.”
The GVSU defense did its job, holding
the Pumas to 77 total yards in the first half.
Only one out of Puma’s first eight drives
was longer than four plays and seven ended
in punts.
“We’re always in good position,” Martin
said. “Our coaches are tremendous, our kids
are very smart and they like to be coached
and they like to know what is going on.
Once again our starting defense gave up no
big plays, which you’re going to have a lot
of success if you don't give up big plays.”
The third quarter featured the debut of
freshman quarterback Marque I Neasman,
who participated in just three practices after
transferring from the University of Central

GVl. Staff Writer

The No. 2 ranked Grand Valley State University
women’s soccer team kept its perfect record by picking
up a pair of wins in convincing fashion during the
holiday weekend.

Junior goalie Kristina Nasturzio
has not given up a goal through
the first four games of the soccer
team's season. Her consecutive
shutout streak currently sits at
336:58.

The Laker offense averaged eight
yards per carry rushing and a total
of 256 yards during their 42-14
victory of St Joseph's College. True
freshman James Berezik led the way
with 11 carries for 78 ydrds and a
touchdown.

President Thomas J. Haas and
Athletics Director Tim Sekjo were
officially presented Grand Valley
State Unfcersit/s fourth straight
NACDA Director's Cup as the top
athletic program in Division M during
halftime of last Thursday's football
game versus St. Joseph's College

••
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See Volleyball, B2
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Super set: Junior setter Jamie Ashmore piace>
the ball in front of the net for her teammates to *
spike in a championship game in 2005

Soccer remains undefeated!
By Brian Beaupied

Grand Valley State University 's
women's golf team took first place
in the Laker Classic, finishing with a
team score of 608. The team won
by seven strokes over Indianapolis
University.

Florida. Neasman pushed the Laker lead to
35-0 on a two-yard draw.
Sl Joseph’s finally got on the board
tow ard the end of the third quarter, after all
of the GVSU starters had seen their night
come to an end. Jashon Banks rushed in
from six yards out for the score.
Banks scored another touchdown for
the Pumas in the fourth quarter on a fiveyard run. The Lakers’ final score came on
a eight-yard run by true freshman James
Berezik, who led the team with 11 carries
for 78 yards.
GVSU took a hit to their defense
with three players leaving the game with
injuries. Sophomore Robert Carlisle had
to be carted of the field in the second half
after dislocating his hip. Senior Matt Beaty
and sophomore James Wojciechowski also
could not finish the game.
“We broke rule number one, don’t get
injured,” said senior linebacker Anthony
Adams.

Despite a mediocre record, it was a;
career weekend for many of the players
on the Grand Valley State University
volleyball team.
The Leakers played four matches
at the Regis Premier Tournament in
Denver, coming away with two win*
and two losses.
Day one of the tournament started
with the Lakers sweeping their fifth
consecutive match of the season as they
defeated Lock Haven University 34>
(30-17, 30-24, 30-20). Games one and
two were polar opposites for GVSU.
with a .609 hitting percentage in game
one and only .061 in game two.
Senior middle blocker Erica
VandeKopple stepped up with a teamhigh 12 kills, three assisted blocks, one
dig and one assist. The Lakers hit .308
as a team in the match, including 44
kills, 11 service aces and four blocks.
Match two of the day turned out to be
not as impressive, as the Lakers dropped
their first of the year to Southwest
Minnesota State University. GVSU lost
3-0 (30-26, 30-28, 30-25). The Lakere
hit just. 122 as a team during the match4
compared to. 171 for SMSU.
“Southwest Minnesota State was
very disappointing,” said head coach
Deanne Scanlon. “We did not match
their intensity and we did not close out
any of the games.”
Junior middle blocker Danielle
Alexander led the team with 12 kills and
two assisted blocks. VandeKopple had
eight kills, two aces, one solo and three
assisted blocks, with sophomore outside
hitter Meredith Young contributing eight
kills, two aces and six digs.
Scanlon said she was happy with the
effort in three of the four matches and
thought they should have come away
with at least three wins.
Satuiday the Lakers dropped their
second match in a row as the Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville took

GVl I Nicole Bernier

Taking control: Senior defender Kourtney Willed takes control of
the ball in a game last season

On Friday, the Lakers (4-0) defeated the University breakaway from just inside midfield with a little more
of Missouri-St. Louis by a score of 3-0. In a game that than 30 minutes left to play. The outcome of Sunday's
featured plenty of scoring chances for GVSU, head game, Tafler said, is the product of a squad playing to
coach Dave Dilanni said his squad could have played its potential.
much better in its home opener.
“After Friday we really wanted to come out and
“We came out real slow in the first half and didn’t play the way we know we can," Tafler said. “We used
have the offensive focus I would have liked,” Dilanni the width of the field to its potential, giving each other
said. “We were trying to attack as individuals and not time and space to make plays.”
as a team.”
Junior Ashley Elsass also recorded her second goal
The Tritons defense was on its heels all afternoon as of the year for GVSU.
GVSU out shot UMSL 24-2. Sophomore forward Irie
SIUE tried to get under the Lakers’ skin with some
Dennis’ speed created havoc for UMSL all afternoon. physical play throughout, including a yellow card
She buried her first goal of the season on a perfect given out to a Cougar defender following a hard tackle
feed from junior Joyce Rose after burning by a Triton late in the second half.
defender.
“There were some fouls that should have been
“My strength is my speed and I try to utilize it to
called,” said Dilanni. “But we’re
the best of my ability,” Dennis said.
just as physical as the next team.”
“I just kind of felt her (the defender)
Tafler echoed what Dilanni said,
out the first 10 minutes and felt I
“We were
knowing that allowing rough play
could take her.”
to get to the team would ultimately
frustrated. We
Freshman Kristen Eible and
affect the team’s play.
could have scored
junior Colleen Hillgard also found
The defensive tandem of seniors
more goals and
the back of the net for the Lakers.
Sue Christenson and Kourtney
The Laker offense, despite ndWng
made it easier on
Willert proved why they were
three goals, had plenty of chances,
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
ourselves.”
including two posts hit, to add tf the
Conference first-team selections,
lead.
shutting down the Cougar offense
and initiating offensive scoring
“We were frustrated,” said
DAVE DIIANNI
chances.
Dilanni. “We could have scored
GVSU SOCCER COACH
more goals and made it easfcr on
Nasturzio improved her shutout
ourselves.”
_ streak to more than 336 minutes of
play before being taken out with
The GVSU defensive corps held
UMSL in check, allowing only two shots on net for 22 minutes to go for senior keeper Lindsey Klykken.
junior keeper Kristina Nasturzio’s third shutout of the Minutes after the switch, a scramble in front of the
L.aker net led to the Cougar's only goal.
season.
GVSU will continue its home stand, hosting
On Sunday, the Laker’s offense came out firing on
all cylinders en route to a physical 5-1 win over the the University of Indianapolis Friday with kick-off
scheduled for 4 p.m.
University of Southern lllinois-Edwardsville.
Junior forward Katy Taflcr recorded four goals,
giving her five on the year. She added her fourth on a

hheaupied@lanthorn.com
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Golf takes Laker Classic
tougher on day two, but the Lakers held participated in individual play, led b\
their own. Following a team score of sophomore Ashley Smith with a 1(5$,
303 on Monday, the women shot a 305 good enough to finish in 43rd. Junioi
Michelle l*x)gaard finished in 58th with
on Tuesday.
The outstanding performance of a final scdVe of 171.
Befofe coming home for the Laker
the second day belonged to freshman
Kristina Langton of GVSU, who shot a Fall Classic, the women traveled to F$ty
for its respective tournament.
one-under 71.
The Lakers finished 16 shots
Senior Tracey Puckering, the leader
on the team last season, shot a 158 after the pace, behind Indianapolis and ho«|t
school Ferris State, who came from
finishing day two with an 82.
"We need to improve consistency behind to win.
After the event, head coach Lori
with everyone,” Puckering said. "You
will see some low scores, then the next Stinson acknowledged her lone senior
this season, as it was the
day a lot of higher
last home tournament
scores.”
for GVSU this fall. ’
Of the five women
‘It is exciting more
“She is a great leadei
who were involved
than intimidatingon our team and ‘weM;
with team play, three
It is fun to go play
going to miss her,”
shot higher scores
Stinson said.
on the second day
these (Division) I
The Lakers will face
of the tournament,
schools.”
several Division I teams
including
Tyler’s
at the upcoming Mary
79.
Fossum
Invitational,
“If I am playing
TRACEY Pl/CKERING
hosted by the Michigan
well, 1 feel more
GVSU/6ENIOR
State Spartans in East
like a leader,” Tyler
Lansing, Mich.
said. "But I am still
"I think we can hang
learning and the
with the (Division) I teams,” Tyler said.
other girls know that.”
The women are both confident and
Following the first two tournaments.
Puckering had nothing but praise for the excited to play against some bigger
schools.
younger women on the team.
"It isexciting more than intimidating,”
"It is nice to have good freshmen,”
Puckering said. "With freshmen, you do Puckering said. "It is fun to go play
not know what to expect.'but they have these (Division) I schools.”
been really good.”
kpafflxausen@lanthorn.com
Three
women
from
GVSU

Women s golf team
wins Laker Fall Classic
with 60S, beating
Indianapolis by seven
By Kyle Paffhausen
GVL Staff Writer

After finishing third in the Ferris
State Invitational on Sunday, the Grand
Valley State University women’s
golf team came home to win its own
tournament on Tuesday.
Finishing with a final team score
of 608, the Lakers won by seven
strokes over second place Indianapolis
University. Ferris State University
finished in third with a 621.
Leading the way for GVSU was
freshman Allie Tyler, who ended her
tournament with a two-day score of

151.

GVl / Nicole Bernier

Packswing: Freshman Allie Tyler competes for GVSU in the Laker Fall Classic Tuesday afternoon.

"It feels good,” Tyler said. "But I
do not think about it too much on the
course.”
Despite leading the team in the first
two tournaments, Tyler said everyone
on the team has the ability to produce
low rounds.
"Everyone on this team is capable of
doing it," she said.
Caitlin Bennett, a sophomore from
Grosse Pointe Woods, finished just
behind Tyler with a final tally of 152.
Conditions at the Meadows were

Embarrassed and ashamed
By Marc Koorstra and
Brandon Watson
GVl. Staff
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•
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► * We’re Michigan Fans.
1 * We do not attend Michigan
: nnd this paper does not cover
I Michigan. But we are sports
* -writers because we are life-long
; Michigan fans.
• * We have
/
■been taught to
be objective
and give credit
where credit is
due, in this case
- to Appalachian
^Jtate.
Sqflew that.
The little
guys finally
won something.
This was the
little kid on the
playground
who wouldn't
back down and
bopped the
bully in the nose
to gain eternal
credibility in
school.
KMrstra
The game
plan was simple
for Michigan. Show up, toss a few
touchdowns, run over the smaller
team and get ready for Oregon
next week.
Yeah, giving up a touchdown
or two was inevitable with eight
new defensive starters. However.
| Michigan broke the cardinal rule
» when playing an opponent who

has nothing to lose.
Do not let them hang around.
This is bigger than Arkansas
losing to Division I-AA The
Citadel in 1992. Bigger than North
Carolina State beating Phi Slamma
Jamma in 1983. with Jimmy
Valvano running around the court
like a man who had lost one of his
children at the fair. This is bigger
than little ole George Mason's
Final Four run in 2006.
But at the same time, this is the
worst moment in the history of
Michigan athletics.
Forget Chris Webber and the
failed time-out. No more Kordell
Stewart throwing a Hail Mary for
what seemed like 90 yards.
For the rest of eternity, Ann
Arbor and Sept. 1.2007 will be
a punch line. At the same time,
Michigan's season began and
ended on the same day, mining the
Wolverines shot at a national title.
There is no excuse for
a top-five team losing to a
Championship Subdivision
team, even if they arc twotime
defending champions and even if
they played as well as they could.
The most disturbing thing was
not that the Wolverines were out
played. It was that Lloyd Carr was
out-coached.
Michigan was completely
unprepared and undisciplined,
something that a coach with a
seven-figure income should be
able to prevent before losing to the
Appalachian States of the football
world.
Leadership on this Michigan

team ifepot an issue. Chad Henne,
althouyji not being able to connect
on what should have been easy
conversions on third down, did not
play terrible. Mike Hart, the most
reliable player in college fcxvtball,
paced the sidelines with helmet in
hand, waiting to get back into the
game, forgetting the bruised thigh
he suffered in the first quarter.
Carr is a great fixrtball coach.
His record speaks for itself. His
players love to play for him and
he has run one of the cleanest
programs during the past 12 years.
But the game has passed him
by. College fixrtball has changed
dramatically during the past couple
of seasons and Carr has failed to
adjust to those changes.
Saturday's loss officially
marked the end of the
Bo Schcmbechler Era of
Awesomeness. It began with the
program's biggest win ever, a 2412 victory over top-ranked Ohio
State in 1969. and ended with its
most embarrassing loss ever.
Kirk Hcrbstrcit summed it up
completely during the broadcast of
the Cal/Tennessee game. Herbie
said Michigan just showed up.
threw their jerseys on the field and
said. “Hey. we’re Michigan. We
are the most tradition-filled college
fixrtball team in the country. This
will be easy.”
Obviously, tradition didn't
win anything for Michigan,
who showed up and will be
embarrassed forever.

assists.
The match was so close Scanlon
tfxxjght her team would come out
victorious.
“One break our way and we
would have won the match,”
Scanlon said.
GVSU got back into its winning
ways defeating California State
University Los Angeles, 3-2 (3020, 30-27, 27-30. 24-30, 15-12).
Alexander hid a career high 17 kills,
two digs and .364 hitting percentage.
VandeKopple also added 15 kills.
Freshmen
middle
bkx:kcr
Rebeccah Rapin had a career day
giving the Lakers 13 kills, five
avsisted bl<x;ks and two assists.
Y(xing and sophomore Kaity
Gormley both added nine kills.
Ashmore tied her career-high with
56 assists to go with 10 digs, fixrr

kills, two aces, two solo and five
assist blocks. Riley had 23 digs, two
assists and an ace.
.Scanlon was happy with the
resiliency of her ytxirtg squad,
especially after having only a 20
minute break between matches on
day two. playing in the high altitude
of Colorado.
"rrhe team worked really hard in
the offseason on their physical shape
and it paid off in Colorado,” Scanlon
said.
GVSU will travel to Ashland,
Ohio this upcoming weekend
firr fixir non-conference games
before it kicks off the Great l.akes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
season next Thursday against Lake
Superior State University at home.
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Although each campus office is instrumental in
preparing for the arrival of new students, and
welcoming them to campus, the Office of
Housing and Residence Life

would like to thank
the following individuals and campus groups for
making a positive contribution to the GVSU
community by participating in the
HELPING HANDS “

move-in volunteer program.
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[ Student Organizations:

Volleyball
continued from page B1

the contest in a 3-2 fashion
(30-26, 20-30, 21-30, 30-26, 1715). GVSU posted a .189 hitting
percentage, while SIUE hit .126.
The Lakers had II service aces,
eight blocks and 74 kills — 17 more
than SIUE.
VandeKopple led the team for
the second straight day as she had
a career-high 19 kills to go with six
assisted blocks, one ace and a .361
hitting percentage. Junior setter
Jamie Ashmore helped with II
kills, 16 digs, two assist blocks and
a season high 51 assists. Alexander
had nine kills, six digs and three
assisted bkxks. Y<xing added eight
kills, seven assists, 13 digs, three
assisted blocks and senior lihero
Allyson Riley had 33 digs and four

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Jennifer Allard

Chris Hernandez

Jessica Noble

Alpha Omicron Pi

Jim Bachmeier

Lisa Hickman

Laudo Ogura

Alternative Spring Breaks

Melonie Bates

Firas Hindeleh

Diana Pace

Black Student Union

Craig Benjamin

Catherine Frerkhs

Pat Parker

Campus Crusade for Christ

Pat Bethke

Monica Johnstone

Melissa Peraino

Dodgeball Club

Natalie Beyer

Eric Klingensmith

Dave Poortvliet

GVSU Gymnastics

Laurence Blose

Rita Kohrman

Ben Rapin

Inter Fraternity Council

Donna Brooks

Tami Kraker

Jackie Rautio

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship

Stephen Burton

Ginger Lange

Star Raymond

Laker Football Team

Amy Campbell

Jan Lenic

Cathie Richter

Laker Men’s Basketball Team

Sue Clay

Steven Lipnicki

Nancy Richards

Pre Physician Assistant Club

Simon Cordery

Kathleen Loreth

Tim Selgo

Residence Housing Association

Michael Couch

Sara Lucas

Rachel Siglow

Rhythm and Blues

Connie Dang

Patricia Matthews

Sue Sloop

Rowing

Judy DeBoer

Jane Mays

Dave Smith

Sigma Kappa

Tom Demmon

Michelle McCloud

Eric Stoike

Student Nurses Association

Lindsey DeSarmo
Lynell DeWinci

Maggie McCrystal

Alecia Sundsmo

Matt Me Logan

Sarah Terry

Kelly Eder

Tim McLogan

Kathleen VanderVeen

Mike Eichberger

Karen Mead

Nick Viau

Sandra Fernandez Tardini

KinMa

JoAnn Wassenaar

Derek Melville

Paula Wellman

Student Senate

rwsenhach@lanthom.com

. Rob Friedhoff
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must have coupon
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Hair Design
4963 Lk. Michigan Dr.
Allendale, Ml 49401

895-1442
★Women Cuts (Reg. Price MS.00)
★Men Cuts (Reg. Price M2.00)
★ Hair cuts - color - hi-lites - waxing

1

Individuals:

Marcia Frobish

Annie Merkle

Pam Wells

Noor Ghiasvand

Mike Messner

Sue Willemsen

Bob Gildersleeve

Jerry Montag

PaulYansak

Gabrielle Gottlieb

Koleta Moore

Dave Zerfas

President and Mrs. Haas

Jeff Musser

Laura Harris

Ashley Nickels

r
A special thank you to the Department of Public Safety,
Facilities Planning and Facilities Services Offices, and the
Alumni Relations Office.
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North Korea still a threat
U.S. nuclear envoy

denies North Korea
has been taken off
list of terrorism
sponsoring states
after disarming
By Charles Hutzler
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Mohammad laved

Wreaking havoc: Rescue worker examine a wrecked bus at the site of bomb blast in Rawalpindi, Pakistan on Tuesday
Suicide bombers attacked an army bus and a commercial district in a city near the Pakistani capital, killing at least 24 people,
the army and police said

Suicide bombings kill 24
Blasts shakes Pakistan, officials unclear of those responsible
Associated Press

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
— Suicide bombers attacked
an army bus and a commercial
district in a city near the Pakistani
capital on Tuesday, killing at
least 24 people, the army and
police said.
There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the
explosions, which injured dozens
and deepened the sense of crisis
in Pakistan amid political
uncertainty ahead of elections.
Officials suggested the bombings
were the work of Islamic
militants, possibly in response
to Pakistani military operations
near the Afghan border.
The first explosion devastated
the bus early Tuesday morning
as it traveled through a highsecurity area of Rawalpindi,
a garrison city just south of
Islamabad and the headquarters
of the army.
Military spokesman Maj.
Gen. Waheed Arshad said the
vehicle belonged to the Defense
Ministry. He declined to identify
the victims, though police said

many were soldiers.
Television pictures showed
how the blast had rjpped the r<x)f
off the white bus and blown out
all the windows.
As ambulances transported
victims from the bus blast,
a second bomb carried on a
motorcycle went off in a nearby
commercial
district.
killing
several more people, said Zairtql
Haq. a city police official. Two
military caps were visible inside
one of several cars badly damaged
in the second explosion.
Arshad said a total of 24
people had died and 66 more
were wounded and that initial
investigations indicated that the
bombings were suicide attacks.
Officials said it was too early
to say who was responsible for
the blasts.
However. Religious Affairs
Minister Ejaz-ul Haq said they
could be a reaction to the war
in Afghanistan and Pakistani
operations in militant strongholds
areas near the Afghan frontier.
"This is all probably because
of the situation presently in
Afghanistan and in Waziristan,”
a tribally governed area where

troops are battling militants, Haq
said on Dawn News televisions.
"We are the frontline state in the
war against terror, and we are
suffering the most.”
Pakistan
has
witnessed
scores of bombings and other
acts of terrorism since siding
with the United States after the
Sept. 11 attacks. Officials have
blamed pro-Taliban and alQaida elements for much of the
violence.
Rawalpindi has also seen
several attacks, including two
huge iombs aimed at President
Gen. »Pervez Musharraf that
killed at least 16 people,
including three suicide attackers,
in December 2003.
Musharraf, who seized power
in a 1999 coup, is under pressure
from Washington to crack down
on extremists in the border region
amid U.S. claims that al-Qaida
may be regrouping there.
The general is currently trying
to negotiate a pact with exiled
former Prime Minister Benazir
Bhutto to shore up his troubled
re-election bid and form an
alliance of moderates.

I

Ford Motor Company s
sales continue to plummet
By Tom Krisher and
Dee-Ann Durbi
|

'

AP Auto Writers

DETROIT (AP) - Ford Mo
tor Co.’s sales dropped 14.4 per
cent in August as the struggling
automaker ran into a declining
market that analysts blame on
rising mortgage payments and
turmoil in the financial mar
kets.
Ford, the first automaker to
release monthly U.S. sales num
bers on Tuesday, has blamed
declining sales through the year
on efforts to wean itself of lowprofit sales to rental car compa
nies and other fleet buyers.
Its car sales of 64,864 were
off 33.7 percent when com
pared with the same month last
year, while light truck sales, at
152,572, dropped 2.3 percent,
the company reported.
In August, sales to individual
retail customers were down 13
percent, but daily rental sales
dropped 44 percent, the com
pany said.
The company also said that it
plans to make 640,000 vehicles
in the fourth quarter, up 6 per

cent from the same quarter of
2006. Third-quarter production
plans also are 640.000 vehicles,
the same as previously forecast.
Ford said.
Ford, which is in the mid
dle of a restructuring plan that
will close 16 factories by 2012
and usher thousands of hourly
workers out the door with early
retirement or buyout plans, saw
its sales decline slightly more
than 12 percent for the first
eight months of the year.
The drop could give the com
pany a stronger argument in con
tract talks with the United Auto
Workers to cut what Ford says
is about a $25-per-hour labor
cost gap with its main Japanese
competitors. Contracts between
the UAW and Ford, General
Motors Corp. and Chrysler LLC
expire on Sept. 14.
Ford said sales of its new
crossover vehicles, the Ford
Edge and Lincoln MKX, con
tinued to rise in August, with
10,165 Edges and 3,421 MKXs
sold. But sales of F-Series pick
up trucks, generally the top
selling vehicle in the U.S.. were
down 9.9 percent.

Ford’s two top-selling cars,
the mid-sized Fusion and the
small Focus, both saw big drops
in August, with the Focus down
14.7 percent and the Fusion off
19.1 percent.
Ford's sales include the Ford,
Lincoln and Mercury brands as
well as Volvo, Jaguar and Land
Rover.
In an effort to boost sales this
month. Ford also announced
that it would offer up to $1,000
cash incentives on most 2007
and 2008 models on top of all
existing sales and lease offers.
The offer runs through Oct. 1.
Ford's sales are a sign that
the overall U.S. auto market
will continue its slowdown in
August as predicted by industry
analysts.
The automotive forecast
ing company CSM Worldwide
has predicted that U.S. sales
will total 16.2 million in 2007,
or 350,000 fewer vehicles than
last year. That would be the
lowest annual sales level since
1998 and more than 1 million
vehicles lower than the peak of
17.3 million in 2000, according
to Ward's AutoInfoBank.
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SYDNEY, Australia (AP)
— A senior U.S. diplomat
said Tuesday that North Korea
remains on a list of states that
sponsor terrorism, dismissing
North Korean claims that
Washington decided to remove
the designation.
"No, they haven’t been taken
off the terrorism list,” Assistant
Secretary of State Christopher
Hill told Japanese reporters
as he arrived in Australia's
business capital for a meeting
of Pacific Rim nations. A
State Department press officer
separately
confirmed
the
remarks.
Hill’s comments were the
first U.S. denial since North
Korea's Foreign Ministry, in
a statement carried Monday
by the country's official news
agency, said that Washington
decided to scotch the terror
designation and with it related
economic
sanctions.
The
North Korean statem'ent said
the change came in a weekend
meeting between Hill and his
counterpart in Geneva.
Under a deal reached in
February after years of torturous
negotiations,
North
Korea
agreed to relinquish its nuclear
programs, including one that
has produced bomb material.
In return, Washington agreed
to open talks on normalizing
relations with the North,
enemies since the Korean
War, and explore removing the

terrorism designation.
Hill suggested that North
Korea first needs to go further
in dismantling its nuclear
programs before the U.S. will
take it off the terrorism list.
“Getting
off
the
list
will
depend
on
further
denuclearization,” Hill told
reporters later Tuesday after a
meeting with Japan’s nuclear
envoy, also in Sydney for a
meeting of the Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum.
Hill declined to specify
what North Korea must do but
said those things have been
discussed with North Korean
officials.
"They know what these steps
are,” Hill said.
After a slow start, the parties
to the February agreement
— which include China, Japan,
Russia and South Korea as
well as the U.S. and North
Korea have picked up speed in
implementing its terms. North
Korea shut down its main
nuclear reactor in July.
After their weekend meeting.
Hill told reporters that North
Korea’s envoy, Kim Kye Gwan,

agreed to disclose its nuclear
programs and disable them
by the end of this year. Kim
separately suggested that North
Korea was willing to declare
and dismantle the facilities but
did not mention the year end
date.
North Korea has fated
various economic > sanctions
since the 1950-53 Korefln
War. Washington put it on tl)e
terrorism list for its alleged
involvement in the
19$7
bombing of a South Korean
airliner that killed 115 people.
The designation effectively
blocks North Korea frohi
receiving low-interest loa$s
from the World Bank and oth£r
international lending agencies.
The
administration
©f
President Bush believes that
North Korea cheated on an
earlier nuclear deal, supposedly
starting up a separate program to
enrich uranium while freezing
a plutonium-based prograifi.
It has tried to front-load tl)e
current deal to get North Korfa
to make more concessions
earlier.
•
«

AP Photo / Korea Central News Agency via Korea News Service

Conducting business: North Korean leader Kim Jon^.JI, left, inspects commercial
goods at a control post in Jonchon county, Jagang province

FREE
RENT
Boltwood
Apartments
Stop in now for the deal of the
century! Free rent, no application
fee, and a FREE 50” TV to use
during your lease with us if you
sign today!!!

(616) 895-5875
tvivw.maAucumc.com
patbAook&maAUcumc. com
616-677-3957 oa tend 616-5MS299
tfoA moAc infoAmation
^
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Super Crossword
51 Part 2 of
remark
$7
Tin Tin
56 From_Z
59 Brandy bottle
60 84 Across,
14 Reype
for one
relative
61 Without _
17 Viaion(daringly)
reiated
62 "Thanks,
19
acid
Robespierre!"
21 Samuel's
64 Happen
teacher
67 Wipe out
22 Existed
69 Furniture
29 Queen
wood
Anne chair?
71 Hit rock
24 Start of a
bottom
remark by
75 Ade
Mary
WMdnp
ingredients
79 Self27 Party
confidence
animal?
2S-Othello78 Andes
villain
animal
90 *_ Miniver- 79 Ham up
•Hamlet"
('42 film)
91 Gray or
91 Racer
Moran
Luyendyk
92 Presque__, 82 Diva
Ponselle
ME
84 Senegal's
99 Where to
capital
spend a
86 At once
krona
89 Seixas of
97 It's on the
tennis
bee's
90 Part 3 of
knees
remark
99 Disconcert
95 Polished
42 Mosque
97
English
feature
county
44 Washer
98 Rain hard?
residue
99 About
45
Raton,
100
store
FL
102 First in a
49 Malice
senes
47 Tombstone
109 Perceptive
territory

ACROSS

I Evaluated
• "Later. Luiaf*
II Start to
paint

106 "Gunsmoke" 10 Round
star
Table title
11 Labor
107 Muscat's
leader
nation
109 Fawn's
Eugene
lather
12 Out of sorts
110 Calculating
19 "American
person?
• (’72 hit)
14 Eddy
111 Emulate
Ederle
15 Couric of
112 Spring
Today16 Pallid
115 End of
18 Genuine
remark
122 Summer
20 Telescope
view
hummer
124 High peak
25 Keatsian
crock
125 Geologic
division
26 Strauss
specialty
126 Ariel, lor
29 Something
instance
Of value
127 Like some
92 Author
watches
Dinesen
128 Affirmative
93 Prowl
vote
34 Poverty
129 Combat
190 Model of
35 Desire
Simplicity?
deified
191 Dote upon
36 Actress
Moore
DOWN
37 Treasure
Island1 Actress
Lillian
extra
38 "I'm working
2 Exercise
aftermath
39 Eban of
9 Rotate
Israel
4 Jeff Lynne's
grp
40 Canvas
contest
6 Coffee
accompani 41 Henchman
43 Burly Bud
ment
6 Choir
44 Bolgerf
member
Haley
co-star
7 Dit’s cousin
8 Cola cooler 48 Decorative
9 Giant legend 49 Sib's kid

PAILS IN
COMPARISON

50 Pays to
play
52 Violinist
Zimbalist
53 RN's
specialty
54 -I Am . ..

Express
88 Ridge

90 Publisher
Conde
91 Idyllic area
92 Actor
Enriquez
99 Surrealist
I
'
(71 song)
Tanguy
56 fngger
94 Tibia
Trigger
96 Measure
56 Ripped
100 Up for _
61 Throw_
(available)
101 Dachshund(rage)
63 North
like
Carolina
102 The Magic
Flutecampus
heroine
64
-Locka,
FL
109 Examine
66 Machine part 104 Hackneyed
105 Florida
66 Security
orp
resort
106 Gibbon or
66 Plants
69 Novelist
gorilla
Btnchy
108 Isinglass
70 Taxing
110 Glinka's ‘A
time?
Life for
72 In addition
the__"
79 Russian,
111 See 05
for one
Down
74 Astronaut
112 Sign of
Slayton
sainthood
77 Charlotte,
119 Bouquet
Emily, or
114 Kid at court
116 Whip up a
Anne
waistcoat
60 _-|ongg
117 Author Levin
89 Kruger of
"High Noon" 118 Good times
84 Jim
119 Dernier_
(latest
Momson’s
fashion)
group
85 With
120 Kipling
111 Down,
novel
"Nana" star 121 WWII area
87 Rock's _
129 Heel
15

16

49

50

114

122

T59
-
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SAN RAFAEL. Calif. (AP)
— A man recently jailed for se
cretly videotaping a woman and
a teenage girl has sued a police
department for the return of his
massive porn collection taken
during the investigation.
Dennis Saunders, 59, filed
suit against San Rafael police
in Marin County SuperiorCourt
after the department refused
to give back some 500 porno
graphic movies and 250 maga
zines his lawyer described as
unrelated to the peeping case.
“There’s absolutely no legal
foundation for them withhold
ing perfectly legal adult-ori
ented material,” Tiburon attor
ney Jon Rankin said.
The video collection alone
was likely worth at least
$10,000, Rankin said.
Saunders was arrested in
2002 and charged with taping
the 45-year-old woman and 16year-old girl in their bedrooms
and bathrooms at an apartment
complex where he worked. He
was convicted of 48 piisfiemeanors and sentenced to more
than eight years in jail, hyt was
released last month withjcredit
for good behavior.
—
A lawyer representing the
city said authorities wanted di
rection from a judge on wheth
er it would be “lawful or appro
priate” to return the material to
Saunders, who has a history of
peeping-related arrests dating
back to 1979.
‘'If the court orders us to
give it back to him, we will
give it back to him,” city law
yer Thomas Bertrand said.
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Find (be listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions forward, backyard, up, down and diagonally.

Basinger
Bono
Cher
Clintons

© 2007 King Features Synd . Inc World rights reserved.
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that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★★

H

F

R Q N A

7

5

numbers from one to nine.

show performer who special
izes in eating nails says WV
found a new calling: becoming
a lawyer.
“I know it sounds weird,
but I want to be a freak law
yer,” the man known for 15
years as “Eak the Geek" told
the newspaper am New York in
an article published Tuesday.
“I hope to have a little office
in New York and work With
the alternative people, all the
so-called riffraff, to give them
legal representation that is not
judgmental.”
“Coney Island was very
good to me, but it was just time
to go,” Eak, 45, whose given
name is Eduardo Arrocha, told
the paper by phone from Lan
sing, Mich. “Eak the Geek is'
the performance, but I’m also
a person.”
The Mexico City native said
he’s following in the footsteps
of his father and brother, both
lawyers.
Arrocha said he earned a
bachelor’s degree in political
science in May from Marymount College in Manhattan,
and was starting classes on
Tuesday at Thomas M. Cooley
Law School.
"The people here are very
curious about me,” he said.
“I’m the new zoo animal
here.”
Arrocha, a burly six feet
tall man with tattoos from his
shaved head to his toes, ac
knowledges that his new career
will bring a fashion challenge:
“I’ve never had to tie a tie
before.”

FAMOUS H
BABY
BOOMERS
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NEW YORK (AP) - A tat
too-covered Coney Island side

6

1
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NORTH
KINGSTOWN,
R.l. (AP) — A man has been
charged with extorting more
than $20,000 from his elderly
mother by repeatedly threaten
ing to kidnap her beloved cat
and demanding ransom, police
said.
Garry Lamar, 47, was ar
rested Friday and released on
$200 bail. He has been ordered
to stay away from his 78year-old mother, Mary Lamar
Grancher.
He started threatening to
kidnap his the cat just over
a year ago, alter his mother
kicked him out of her home,
accusing him of abuse. North
Kingstown Police Sgt. Daniel
Ormond said.
“Thi,s" isn’t just a family
cat,” Ormond said. “She actu
ally called this cat her compan
ion since she lived alone.”
During the past year, La
mar allegedly kidnapped the
cat once and made kidnapping
threats on an almost weekly ba
sis, Ormond said. Police don’t
believe the cat was harmed but
are continuing to investigate.
Grancher made at least
two dozen payments totaling
more than $20,000 in cash and
checks to her son. Authorities
are still sorting through her
financial records to determine
the precise amount.
A phone listing for Lamar
couldn’t be located. Court of
ficials said Tuesday it was
unclear whether he had an at
torney.
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Strange, but true!
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MAGIC MAZE

Weekly SUDOKU
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lanthom@gvsu edu

Couric
Elway
Fawcett
Gates

Jobs
Letterman
Parton
Prince

Ronstadt
Trump
Winfrey
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday
E-mail your classifieds: ciassifteds@ianthom.com

Announcements
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities ou have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousapc^! QeMhe Grand Val
ley Lanthorn for more informa
tion. 33142480
Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthorn.Qpm and click
“classifieds”.
Free Classifieds for GVSU stu
dents, faculty and staff. Two in
sertions per order. 25 words or
less, subject to Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s approval. Must or
der through GVSU e-mail via
Lanthorn.com website. Click on
“classifieds” under “Features"
and follow directions. If Ques
tions, call 331-2460.
Our Max Checking account
pays 5% APY and offers free
ATMs anywhere! Earn the max
on your money. Stop into any
branch, call 616.242.9790, or
visit
us
online
at
www.LMCU.org
Now welcoming new patients!
Dr. Aaron J Schulz, GVSU
Alum, Palmer Chiropractic
Graduate at Felton Chiropractic
Center. Stop by or call: 4110
Lake Michigan Dr NW,
616-453-3404.

Help Wanted
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a Na
tional Leadership and Honors
Organization
with over 70
chapters is seeking motivated
students to assist in starting a
local chapter & serve as found
ing officers/members. Contact:
rminer@salhonors.org.

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.
Attention Students;
Part time income- $14.25
base/a ppt.
Flexjble schedules Customer
sa lea/service
Will train, Immediate openings,
internships/
scholarships avail, conditions
apply. Call
now (616) 241-6303_________
Student work- Fall Income,
good starting pay
customer sales/service. Work
a rou,nd classes
Weekends/ weekdays available
No experience
necessary. Training provided.
Start immediately
Apply now at www.workforstudents.com or
call (616)241-6303
SALES- Looking for energetic
college students to sign up res
taurants for wheresmydeal.com.
Previous sales experience pre
ferred but not required. Please
submit resumes to angie.gravelyn@citcomm.com by(September 21.

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

55C/word
50C/word
45C/word

50C/word
45C/word
40</word

For Sale
Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
today! 331-2460.
Brand new 60gb PS3 in un
opened box. $750 O.B.O. 2
available.
Mattresses; brand new. Twin,
full, queen. $130 and up, can
deliver. 616-682-4767
Papasan chair for sale. Good
condition. $75 or best offer.
Please call and leave a mes
sage if you are interested.
616-915-8432.
I am selling a M.Ed. graduate
hood, cap, and gown. All you
will need to buy is the tassel.
The size is 5’7-5’9. $20.
Cheaper than the bookstore!
Contact me at novakkel@student.gvsu.edu
or
989-615-0120.
Washing machine and gas dryer
for sale. $150 together-will sell
separately. Call Ben @
616-723-6516.

Teachers Wanted! for C^rand
For SaleKonica Minolta
Rapids area. Elementary after
“tylaxxgm 50” automatic film
school science programs, no
ca,rp.0/3.
AF 28-100 Zoom
science background required.' ' Lenses. $75. For Sale - Super
Must have experience working
System 4 film reel and two fil
with large groups of children. ’ ters. One filter is a Tiffen 52mm
Must be available after 3 PM
25 Red 1 filter and the other is a
Monday through Thursday. Ap
Tiffen 52mm 8 yellow 2 filter.
ply
online
at
The filtel’s do not fit the camera
www.madscience.kzoo.com.
listed atoove. $20 for all three
items. Please e-mail me if inter
! am a graduate student seeking
ested. T)LudeKS@aol.com
a responsible and caring person
to care for my 18-month-old
daughter in my Grand Rapids
home.
Hours to include 2
Looking for the best in rental
weekday mornings, Friday 7-3,
housing?
Look no more!
and possibly 2 evenings per American Realty specializes in
week. Call 616-458-6922.
college housing with over 50
houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area.
Go visit our
homes on-line and apply today.
www.american-realtv.net
616.91 3i9004m 11
-n • •

100 COMMONS

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Allendale Campus

331-2460

510.00 per week up to 25 words
Each additional word 25C

CaNs taken Monday Friday, 9-5

m hJ J

2 roommates needed to join GV
student in brand new BEAUTI
FUL duplex. Downtown Allen
dale. Both roommates get own
bedroom and bathroom. Rent
$400 per person.
Call
810-814-0508.
604 Chatham NW, Grand Rap
ids. 2 bedroom upper or lower.
$525 per month includes gas.
Located right behind Grand Val
ley’s downtown campus. De
posit
flexible.
Phone
616-896-8995.
LAKE MICHIGAN DR and COVELL 3 bedroom, 1.5 bathroom.
Freshly painted, 2 stall garage,
downstairs with office and rec
room,
laundry hookups.
$900/month plus utilities.
www.ForRentMi.com. Jean
616-291-7950.
DOWNTOWN- 3 bedroom, 1.5
bathroom homes. Completely
remodeled in 2006. Plenty of
parking, laundry hookups, close
to GVSU Pew campus.
$900/month plus utilities.
www.ForRentMi.com. Jean
616-291-7950

we Lanthorn is currently Loom
for a motivated person to phi an
advertising rep. position...

Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-246Chjtoday
to set up your ad!
Whether you’re selling, leasing,
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a-call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals ou have to offer!
Quality built new homes in Al
lendale close to GVSU Campus.
Starting at $139,900. Call Steve
Hanson at 616-291-2668

if interested...
contact ranoei oeieon

@ ClC.331.2m
—

.
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Homes available now for immediate occupancy

Starting at

• Close to Campus **
• 2 & 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
• Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly

U
9*

Month Leases
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Celebration on the
Grand starts today
By Jess Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Steffan Copenhaver

Grand finale: From left to right Myles Rutledge, Austin Poel, Tom Steimel, Steffan Copenhaver, Joe Cisler make up the band Broken Sunday.

Last show for Broken Sunday
Intersection lounge
‘obvious choice*
for local band
releasing seven
new tracks on
compilation disc
By Brandy Arnold
GVL A&E Editor

Broken Sunday, a West Mich
igan band and Grand Valley State
University staple, will play its
band finale show tonight at the
Intersection lounge.
The show, which begins at 9
p.m. with opening bands Brenna,
Bless You Boys and Blue Star
Pilot, marks the end of a long
journey for the band, especially
for bass guitarist Steffan Copen
haver, who started the band with
guitarist Austin Poel eight years
ago.
The two began by writing
songs together and tossed around
the idea of forming a band. Even
tually, Broken Sunday was bom,
although it took on a few differ
ent names in the beginning.
Copenhaver said the finale
show is coming at a good time.
“We’ve been doing this for
quite awhile,” he said. “It’s time
to move forward and explore dif
ferent avenues.”
He added the Intersection was
an obvious choice when deciding
where to do the last show.
“We’ve always had a really
good relationship with them,” he
said. “The management, book
ing and sound people have all
become our friends. Plus we’ve
played at least 15 to 20 shows at
the Intersection.”
Lead singer Joe Cisler
agreed.
“There’s some sentimental
value there,” he said. “It’s one
of the first rock venues we ever

band has been fortunate enough
played in.”
The band sold out the night to be offered some great career
club in 2004, pulling in 835 peo opportunities. He has been play
ple, during a show celebrating ing guitar in the band Brenna, a
the release of their sophomore show opener, since April.
As* opposed to being really
album, “Identity.” It would seem
this would be the high point for involved with the business side
any local band, but both Copen with Broken Sunday, playing
haver and Cisler site playing at with Brenna is like going back to
the Palace of Auburn Hills as a the basics, he said.
“The band is just starting out
culmination of all their efforts
and past successes. After win — we don’t play as many shows
ning a radio contest for which or have as many business con
they auditioned for the spot, the tacts,” he said. "We’re able to
band was awarded the opportu play just for the sake of playing
nity to open for the Barenaked music.”
Ladies in October 2006.
As for Cisler, he said he is go
ing to take a
“We put a
well-needed
lot of effort
into winning
break.
that and to ac
“I’m not
“We’ll do it if it (a
looking
for
tually achieve
band reuinion) feels
anything too
it was a really
right, but we’ve had a
good feeling,”
specific right
good run. Now seems
now,”
he
Cisler said.
said. “Music
But
Co
like a really good time
is something
penhaver said
to end it.”
I will always
the past year
be doing, but
has been filled
I'm going to
with * many
STEFFAN COPENHAVER
enjoy a little
highs and lows
BASS GUITAR, BROKEN SUNDAY
free time.”
for the band.
H
e
While
they
wished all
accomplished
the
band
some of their
best things, it also became evi mates luck with their future proj
dent that things were not going ects.
As the band prepares for its
to able to carry on as they had in
final show, each member has be
the past, he said.
At the beginning of 2007, gun to look back on the ride on
founding member Austin Poel which they have embarked.
“Sometimes I’ll hear a song
decided to no longer be in the
band. Copenhaver said the part we did a long time ago and
think, ‘Man I can’t believe I
ing was on good terms.
“It was a big surprise,” he thought that was ever cool,”’ he
said. “He started it with me so it said. “But then I think, ‘Yeah this
was kind of hard, but he wants wasn’t bad — it helped us get to
to do other things like go back where we are today.’”
Cisler agreed it is both ex
to school. As a friend I am very
citing and embarrassing to hear
supportive.”
Fans rest assured, Poel will past songs.
“Shoot, we still do that when
be back with the band tonight to
we listen to stuff we did two
play in the finale show.
Copenhaver said the whole weeks ago,” he said.

Cisler said as the band gets
older, the members have seen
musical styles change and shift
over the years. They have seen
many young bands, playing a
different style of music, come
through with big success, he
said.
“But we just roll with it,” he
said. “It wasn’t a huge factor in
the band not playing together
anymore.”
He added the band just was
not sure if they wanted to try to
take it to the next level. Also, the
band needed a break, he said.
Broken Sunday has played
weekend shows all over Michi
gan for quite a few years, while
trying to make money to pay for
albums. The band also just re
cently recorded seven tracks not
seen on past albums. They will
be selling the compilation fit
tingly titled “All That's Left” at
the finale show for $5.
“We will always be active
in music,” Copenhaver said. "I
was studying music education
at Grand Valley. I took a chance
to do this and I can always go
back.”
Is there any chance of a re
union show for Broken Sunday
in the future?
“We haven’t really thought
about it,” Copenhaver said. “For
some bands that works and for
some bands it doesn’t. We’ll do
it if it feels right, but we’ve had
a good run. Now seems like a re
ally good time to end it.”
The show is 18 and older and
tickets cost $5. Tickets are avail
able at all Ticketmaster outlets
and will be available at the door.
For more information about
Broken Sunday and to hear
songs, visit http://www.brokensunday.com or http://www.
myspace.com/brokensunday.

Live music, food and fireworks
can all be found at this year’s
annual Celebration on the Grand
festival in Grand Rapids.
The event starts today at 5 p.m.
and runs through Saturday.
Michael Landon, Entertainment
Chairman for the festival, said
the COTG was originally started
to celebrate the development of
downtown Grand Rapids, but
has morphed into a celebration
of all the good things going on
downtown. This year will be the
COTG’s 28th year.
There will be two stages of live
music at Rosa Parks Circle and the
Ah-Nab-Awen Park.
Ah-Nab-Awen Park is alcoholfree and family-friendly, however,
both locations will feature a variety
of vendors offering food, drinks
and collectible items.
Today, at Rosa Parks Circle, the
COTG will offer livecountry music
performaoces, including Nashville
recording artist Andy Griggs, and
a “Taste of Downtown,” a new
event, which will feature a variety
of downtown restaurants.
“We added several new events
hoping to attract more people,”
said Jeremy Bakken, Public
Relations Chairperson for COTG.
On Friday, visitors can expect
a “Taste of Downtown” again as
well as live blues performances
at Rosa Parks Circle. At AhNab-Awen Park there will be
children’s activities, including
face painting, balloon sculpture
and a bounce castle and familyfriendly performances, including
Kimberly Locke from the TV
show “American Idol.” Free
swing lessons will also be offered
and fireworks begin at 9:30 p.m.
Starting at 10 a.m. Saturday is
the first Discover Grand Rapids
Walk, allowing visitors to explore
the developments and points of
interest in the downtown area.
At noon there will be the first
Priority Health Grand Cycling
Classic, a bike race on the
streets of downtown. A ‘Taste of
Downtown" is offered again at
Rosa Parks Circle, along with live
classic rock performances.
This year will be Landon’s
sixth year involved in the festival
and Bakken*s second. They both
said they hope to attract as many
people to the festival as possible
and have a better crowd than last
year.
"We hope that we will have the
biggest crowd that we’ve had in a
long time," Bakken said.

He added the estimated
attendance for the three day festival
is more than 300,000 people.
“We really try to improve on
our crowd from year to year and
get as many people down there as
we can,” Landon said. “Each year
I try to do better than 1 did last year
by bringing in new acts.”
This year, Lou Gramm of the
band Foreigner will be the COTG’s
national headliner act on Saturday,
with local bands featured as well.
"We feature local bands in
support of our national headlining
acts,” Landon said. “It’s a big deal
for opening bands. They can say
they opened for Foreigner."
Landon
said
performers
are chosen by starting with the
headliner acts first and working
backward, generally picking bands
that compliment the headliner,
be it classic rock or country.
Past COTG’s have gone well
and the event is continued every
year because there is no lack of
downtown growth and the festival
brings excitement and focus to the
Grand Rapids area, he said.
"Our goal is to make the event
something people look forward to
every year," Bakken added. “We
try to have something that will
appeal to all different groups of
people and audiences. It’s really
just a fun event with a variety of
things to do.”
The festival has a Board of
Trustees consisting of 11 people,
each representing and controlling
different aspects of the festival.
They work all year to raise funds,
organize volunteers and book
bands.
Landon said he puts in 20
hours a weekend for the course of
the year in order to prepare for the
entertainment aspect of the COTG,
and as the festival gets closer,
more time is put into preparing for
the event.
Grand Valley State University
students are more than welcome
to come out, whether it be to
attend the event or volunteer for
it, Bakken said. The COTG is free,
which is always nice for college
students, he added.
For
more
information
and a more detailed schedule
of events, visit http://www.
celebrationonthegrand.org. Tips on
the best place to watch fireworks
arc also located on the Web site.
“We are certainly excited,”
Landon said. “We would love to
have anyone from Grand Valley
involved in the event.”
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Groovy: Janine and Jelte Jansma dance to the James Reeser Band at the
Celebration on the Grand last year

Circle Theatre brings fairy-tale ‘Pippin’ to audiences
By Brandy Arnold
GVl. A&E Editor

“Pippin,” the fairy-tale about a prince in
search of true happiness and fulfillment, will hit
the stage tonight at 8 p.m. in Circle Theatre.
The musical was created by director and
choreographer Bob Fosse and was nominated
for 11 Tony awards. Originally brought to the
Broadway stage in the ‘70s, Circle Theatre also
presented the story to audiences 15 years ago.
Managing Director Joe Dulin said the theatre
felt it was the perfect time to bring it back.
He said the play, which is the last of the 2007
season, fit a need because it was high energy
and had a medium-sized cast.
“We try to look for balance within the
season,” he said “The rest of the shows were
not as dance-oriented. Also, we loved the story
and it has a wonderful musical score.”
The pop-influenced numbers within the play
were created by composer Stephen Schwartz,
who has done the scores of productions such
as “Godspell" and “Wicked” and the animated
films “Pocahontas,” “The Hunchback Of Notre

Dame" and “The Prince Of Egypt.”
Although it was created for the Broadway
stage, Dulin said it was not hard to scale it
down.
“Pippin is the type of show that is possible
to do in a variety of ways,” he said. “It works
well in a large or small theatre because it does
not require large sets and is wide open as far as
staging direction.”
Director and choreographer Kyle Dutkiewicz
said they have worked to keep it as original as
possible while makingMt fit their stage. While
they must work with the space they have, she
said it has not taken away from any of the play’s
original energy.
“That really lies within the actors,” she said.
“They are energetic and talented enough to
create that energy themselves.”
She added the cast has been fantastic, working
hard and keeping up a positive attitude.
“They were really excited to put the make
up, costumes and choreography together,” she
said. “Of course there were some adjustments
that had to made, but they really perked up when
they saw it all come together as a whole.”
Dulin said after the six-week-long preparation

I

process, the actors are ready for opening night.
“The play is very entertaining,” he said. “We
hope it will be a big hit. Even though the story
was first told more than 30 years ago. it’s still
very relevant and doesn't feel dated at all.”
In “Pippin,” the prince has finished his
education and begins to look for his path in life.
He tries a variety of areas from the military to
family and bohemian lifestyles, trying to find
meaning in each one. Essentially, he tries to
find where he fits in the grand scheme of the
things.
“It’s a real coming-«f-age story," Dutkiewicz
said. “Everyone can relate to that time in their
life when they are looting to take the next step
and make their mark, but this is especially true
for college students.”
The prince is asking himself the same
questions many college students ask themselves
as they approach graduation, Dulin said.
“What are they going to do? What are they
going to be?” he said. “This is every young
person who is searching.”
Dutkiewicz said it will also appeal to young
people because as opposed to the usual classical
score that accompanies fairy-tales, this score is

very contemporary.
“It has a definite feel from the ‘70s,” she
said. “It’s very hip and fun.”
In the end, Dutkiewicz said she hopes people
of all age groups leave feeling entertained.
“I hope everyone who comes out to see the
show has a great time.” she said. “That’s really
why the play is here.”
“Pippin” runs from today through Sept.
22. Show times are at 8 p.m. Wednesday
through Saturday and at 5 p.m. on Sunday. To
order tickets, which cost $24, call (616) 4566656. For more information visit http://www.
circletheatre.org.
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Visit www.lanthom.com to
read the 'Halloween* movie
review by Dani Willcutt
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